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Abstract 

We propose a linear mean square error channel estimator that exploits the joint space-time

frequency (STF) correlations of the wireless fading channel for applications in multiple

antenna orthogonal frequency division multiplexing systems. Our work generalizes existing 

channel estimators to the full dimensions inc1uding transmit spatial, receive spatial, time, 

and frequency. This allows versatile applications of our STF channel estimator to any fading 

environment, ranging from spatially-uncorrelated slow-varying frequency-flat channels to 

spatially-correlated fast-varying frequency-selective channels. 

The proposed STF channel estimator reduces to a time-frequency (TF) channel esti

mator when no spatial correlations exist. In another perspective, the lower-dimension TF 

channel estimator can be viewed as an STF channel estimator with spatial correlation mis

match for space-time-frequency selective channels. 

Computer simulations were performed to study the mean-square-error (MSE) behavior 

with different pilot parameters. We then evaluate the suitability of our STF channel es ti

mator on a space-frequency block coded OFDM system. Bit error rate (BER) performance 

degradation, with respect to perfect coherent detection, is limited to less than 2 dB at a BER 

of 10-5 in the modified 3GPP fast-fading suburban macro environment. Modifications to 

the 3GPP channel involves reducing the base station angle spread to imitate a high transmit 

spatial correlation scenario to emphasize the benefit of exploiting spatial correlation in our 

STF channel estimator. 
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Sommaire 

Nous proposons un estimateur de canal linéaire au sens de l'erreur quadratique qui ex

ploite les corrélations espace-temps-fréquence (ETF) d'un canal sans fil à évanouissement 

aux fins d'applications de multiplexage par répartition en fréquence sur plusieurs antennes. 

Notre travail généralise certains estimateurs de canal existants pour utiliser toutes les di

mensions incluant l'espace (transmission et réception), le temps et la fréquence. Ceci nous 

permet d'utiliser notre estimateur ETF dans n'importe quel environnement à évanouissement: 

des canaux non corrélés à changements lents et réponse fréquentielle uniforme, jusqu'aux 

canaux à corrélation spatiale à changement rapide et à réponse fréquentielle variable. 

L'estimateur ETF que nous proposons se réduit à un estimateur temps-fréquence (TF) 

quand il n'y a pas de corrélation spatiale. De plus, l'estimateur TF peut être vu comme un 

estimateur ETF avec une désadaptation à la corrélation spatiale pour les canaux à sélection 

ETE Nous avons effectué des simulations afin d'étudier l'erreur quadratique moyenne pour 

différents paramètre de pilotes. Nous avons ensuite évalué l'utilité de notre estimateur pour 

un système de multiplex age par répartition orthogonale de la fréquence utilisant un code 

complet espace-fréquence. Le taux d'erreur sur les bits n'était qu'à 2dB du taux associé à 

la détection cohérente parfaite, lorsque celle-ci mène à un taux d'erreur sur les bits de 10-5 

pour un environnement suburbain à évanouissement rapide 3GPP modifié. La modification 

apportée fut la réduction de l'angle de transmission du point d'accès sans fil afin d'imiter 

un scénario ou la corrélation spatiale de transmission est forte, ce qui met en valeur les 
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avantages d'utiliser la corrélation spatiale dans notre estimateur. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In a traditional single-antenna system, transmission rate is limited by the adverse effects 

of the wireless media such as multipath fading and Doppler shifts. Fortunately, Teletar [1] 

and Foschini [2] illustrated that higher data rates can be achieved by employing multiple 

antennas for transmission and/or reception. These promising capacity results sparked an 

enormous growth in the field of space-time coding, which combines spatial diversity and 

channel coding concepts, to deliver high data rate transmission. For example, numerous 

research has been reported in space-time block code (STBC), a subject pioneered by Alam-

outi [3], and in space-time trellis code (STTC), first presented by Tarokh et al. [4]. The suc-

cess of Alamouti's STBC is marked by its adoption in the current wireless standards such 

as IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) [5] and wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA) [6]. 

Most of the existing space-time coding schemes were designed for frequency-flat fad-

ing channels. However, as data rate increases, the wireless channel inevitably becomes 

frequency-selective. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is an effec-

tive method in handling frequency-selective fading by converting a wideband frequency-
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selective channel into a set of narrowband frequency-flat subchannels [7,8], such that com

plicated time-domain equalizers [9] can be replaced by simple one-tap frequency-domain 

equalizers per subchannel [7]. This attractive feature of OFDM made it a widely ac

cepted technology in both wireline and wireless communication standards such as asym

metric digital subscriber line (ADSL) [lO], IEEE 802.lla/g (WiFi) [11,12], IEEE 802.16 

(WiMAX) [5], digital audio broadcasting (DAB) [13], and digital video broadcasting ter

restrial television (DVB-T) [14]. 

A natural solution to providing high data rate services in a time-varying multipath envi

ronment is the combination of space-time coding with OFDM. For ex ample, Lee presented 

a space-time block coded OFDM (STBC-OFDM) system in [15], where he modified Alam

outi's STBC to encode successive OFDM vector symbols instead of source scalar symbols. 

He showed that the two-transmitter, one-receiver, STBC-OFDM achieves the same diver

sity order, but incurs a 3-dB performance loss in bit error rate (BER) due to limited trans

mission power, when compared to the one-transmitter, two-receiver, OFDM system with 

maximum ratio combining (MRC) receiver diversity [15]. This behaviour is consistent with 

Alamouti's finding for Rayleigh flat-fading channels [3]. In addition to STBC-OFDM, Lee 

exploited OFDM's frequency multiplexing feature and introduced space-frequency block 

coded OFDM (SFBC-OFDM) in [16], where Alamouti's STBC is first applied to the source 

symbols, then OFDM is used to modulate these coded symbols onto the frequency dimen

sion. 

A comparative study on the BER performance of STBC-OFDM and SFBC-OFDM was 

reported by Lin et al. [17]. They showed that STBC-OFDM performs better in a low 

time-selective, high frequency-selective environment than SFBC-OFDM, whereas STBC

OFDM performs worse in a high time-selective, low frequency-selective environment than 

SFBC-OFDM. This behavior is expected since STBC-OFDM requires adjacent OFDM 
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symbols to experience similar fading and therefore STBC-OFDM suffers as the channel 

varies quickly with time. On the other hand, SFBC-OFDM is more sensitive to frequency 

variations as it requires neighboring subcarriers to encounter approximately the same fre

quency response. For channels with a balanced degree of time/frequency variability, the 

BER performance of STBC-OFDM and SFBC-OFDM closely resembles each other [17]. 

The above-mentioned systems [3,4,15-17] are categorized as coherent communication 

schemes, as the detection process requires knowledge on the propagation medium. Results 

in [15-17] assumes perfeet channel know ledge is available for detection. However, in re

ality, the channel response must first be estimated and the channel estimates are used in 

place of the ideal channel coefficients for decision-making. Thus, channel estimation is 

compulsory when coherent detection schemes are employed. 

One way of estimating the channel response is to multiplex known (pilot) symbols into 

the transmitted signal, and the channel. response is estimated by processing the received 

training symbols. The estimated channel is then used in the coherent detection process. This 

channel estimation scheme is known as pilot-symbol assisted channel estimation (PACE), 

and sorne authors refers to the combined channel estimator and signal detection scheme as 

pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM). 

Cavers was first to analyze PSAM in Rayleigh flat-fading environment [18]. A Wiener, 

or linear minimum mean square-error (LMMSE), filter was used to interpolate the channel 

response between pilot symbols. He showed that an optimized PSAM can accomplish 

within 3-dB of the known-channel coherent detection BER performance, even in a high 

(5%) normalized Doppler spread environment. 

PACE was extended for frequency-selective fading channels by van de Beek et al. III 

1995 [19]. In their paper, the pilot symbols are inserted as a preamble of the transmission 
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frame, so that the tirst OFDM symbol contains pilot symbols on al! subcarriers. Their 

channel estimator was a frequency-domain Wiener (or LMMSE) tilter, and no time-domain 

tiltering was performed as they assumed the channel response is constant throughout one 

transmission frame. A few years later, Edfors et al. proposed a low-rank approximation of 

van de Beek's channel estimator to reduce its complexity [20]. 

Realizing that wireless channel can be both time- and frequency-selective, Li et al. in

corporated both time and frequency channel correlations in their LMMSE channel estima

tor [21]. Li's channel estimator assumed a reference is available at al! times andfrequen

cies. Such a reference can be obtained with pilot symbols during the preamble period, and 

with various decision-feedback techniques during the data transmission period. Further

more, they considered the effects of correlation mismatch in their channel estimator, and 

proposed a worst-case design method to ob tain a robust channel estimator. 

Briefly before the proposaI of Li's time-frequency channel estimator [21], Hoeher pro

posed another 2-dimensional (time-frequency) LMMSE channel estimation that involves 

periodic insertion of pilot symbols in the time-frequency domain satisfying the 2-D sam

pling theorem [22]. 

When multiple antennas are employed, the major difficulty for channel estimation is that 

the pilot symbols from different transmit antennas interfere with each other at the receiver. 

In order to perform channel estimation for MIMO channels, the training symbols across 

aIl transmit antennas has to be designed properly such that the spatial interference can be 

suppressed at the receiver. 

Li et al. was tirst to tackle the problem of channel estimation for MIMO-OFDM sys

tems. In [23], they assumed the channel is constant throughout a transmission frame which 

includes severai OFDM symbols. Therefore, they use the tirst OFDM symbol as a train-
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ing symbol, and derived a least-squares (LS) channel estimator on the channel impulse re

sponse. A special training sequence that would simplify their channel estimator is proposed 

subsequently in [24]. Li's channel estimator is based on one OFDM symbol only, therefore 

it lacks the ability to use the time-correlation of a practical wireless channels. Jeon et al. 

extends the time-frequency (2-D) LMMSE channel estimation concepts from [21,22] to the 

MIMO-OFDM case. They provided an orthogonal pilot sequence design which allows the 

channel estimator to cancel the spatial interference on the pilot symbols. At the same time, 

Auer also proposed a time-frequency channel estimation for MIMO-OFDM systems, but 

his approach is based on two concatenated one-dimensiohal filter, first in frequency, then 

in time, to obtained the final channel estimates [25]. Other realizations of two-dimensional 

channel estimation methods are reported by Miao and Juntti [26], and Zhang et al. [27]. 

In [26], they made use of the space-time channel correlation to obtain a channel estimation, 

whereas in [27], space-frequency correlation is exploited. 

1.1 Thesis Objectives 

Tc our knowledge, we have not found a channel estimator that exploits aIl space, time, 

and frequency channel correlations. This motivates us to generalize the above-mentioned 

lower-dimensional channel estimators into the complete space-time-frequency framework. 

Computer simulations are setup to support the effectiveness of our space-time-frequency 

. (STF) channel estimator for SFBC-OFDM systems. 
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1.2 Thesis Organization and Contributions 

This thesis is organized as follows. We review the operations of multiple-input multiple

output (MIMO)-OFDM systems in chapter 2. In particular, we revisit how to incorporate 

transmitter diversity in an OFDM system by combining OFDM with STBC. Once the sys

tem model is described, we discuss the mathematical model of wireless channels. We focus 

on the discussion of a triply-selective (time, frequency, and space) channels, and explore 

various properties of such channels. At the end, a realistic ray-based channel model as 

specified by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is reviewed [28]. 

In chapter 3, we present our linear STF channel estimator that achieves minimum mean 

square-error (MMSE). We then showed that our STF channel estimator simplifies to the 

time-frequency (TF) channel estimator when no spatial correlations exist. Pilot design is

sues will be discussed also. Finally, due to the high complexity of the proposed STF channel 

estimation method, complexity reduction by STF partitioning is introduced. 

After the channel estimation methods are presented, we include simulation results to 

confirm the operation of our estimation methods in chapter 4. We look into cases where 

STF estimation provides better overall BER performance than TF methods. 

Conclusions and recommendations for future work are given in chapter 5. The simulation 

software used to generate the results is included in the attached CD-ROM along with the 

corresponding user guide in the appendix. 

This thesis contains the following contributions: 

1. A channel estimation scheme that exploits the full space-time-frequency correlation 

ofMIMO time-varying frequency-selective channels. Furthermore, our STF channel 
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estimator can be applied to MIMO-OFDM systems with any arbitrary STF coding 

scheme. When different transmit/receive antenna pairs are spatially uncorrelated, our 

STF channel estimator simplifies to the same TF channel estimator in [29]. (Chap

ter 3) 

2. A strategy to reduce complexity of our STF channel estimator by STF partitioning. 

(Chapter 3) 

3. Computer simulation results showing that SFBC-OFDM with our proposed STF 

channel estimator yields better BER performance than with the TF channel estimator. 

(Chapter4) 
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Chapter 2 

System and Channel Models 

This chapter provides the background for MIMO-OFDM channel estimation. Two impor

tant aspects are covered here: 1) description of SFBC-OFDM systems, and 2) description of 

an STF-selective wireless channel mode!. We will first start with the overall system mode!. 

2.1 System Model 

An SFBC-OFDM system is composed of two parts. The inner part is the OFDM system, 

who se purpose is to convert frequency selective wideband channe1s into a number of fre

quency fiat subchanne1s. The outer part is an STBC system which provides spatial diversity. 

For an OFDM system with Nf subcarriers, a block of Nf consecutive symbols are trans

mitted in parallel on Nf subcarriers at the same time. When the STBC code length, LB, 

is less than or equal to Nf' the overall system is an SFBC-OFDM because coding is only 

performed across the subcarriers of each OFDM symbo!. However, when LB > Nf, then 

the STBC codeword spans over several OFDM symbols, thus the resulting overall system 
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is called space-time-frequency block coded OFDM (STFBC-OFDM). 

In our work, we use an SFBC-OFDM system similar to [16] for evaluating the effective-

ness of our proposed channel estimator. However, the channel estimator presented in next 

section is independent of the code structure and can be applied to any general STF coded 

OFDM system. 

We start with a description of STBC systems, then OFDM, and finally we will demon

strate how to combine STBC with OFDM. 

2.1.1 Space-Time Block Coded System 

Space-Time Block Co ding (STBC) is an open-loop multiple-antenna transmission tech-

nique for wireless communications. The benefit of an open-Ioop transmission system is 

that the transmitter does not require any prior channel knowledge. On the other hand, a 

closed-loop multiple-antenna scheme, such as beam-forming [30], requires the transmitter 

to exploit certain channel knowledge in providing reliable data transmission. Although it 

has been shown that closed-loop systems are capable of offering higher capacity than open-

loop systems [1,2], the simplicity and robustness of open-Ioop systems (Le. STBC) made 

them an attractive choice for current multiple-antenna transmission schemes. 

There are two classes of STBC codes: 1) linear STBC, and 2) non-linear STBC. The 

simple structure of linear STBC, also known as linear dispersion (LD) space-time codes, 

is developed by Hassibi and Hochwald [31]. This structure allows efficient V-BLAST-like 

decoding schemes [31], which made them a preferred choice over non-linear STBC. We 

will, therefore, focus our presentation on linear STBC systems. 
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STBC System Model 

The first linear STBC was introduced by Alamouti in 1998 [3], and further analyzed by 

Tarokh in 1999 [32]. While explicit linear STBC designs were shown in the mentioned 

papers, we adopt a more general framework in presenting linear STBC codes as seen in [31, 

33]. 

Figure 2.1 shows the overaU block diagram of a STBC system. 

source 
symbols 

STBC 
Encoder 

1 

~ ~~~~ STBC 

X n y Decoder 

H 

Channel 

Estimator 

Figure 2.1 Block diagram of a STBC system. 

detected 
symbols 

[Sl, ... , sNsf 
~ 

§ 

In an STBC system with N Tx transmit antennas, blocks of N s source symbols, s = 

[Sl' ... ,sNslT , are encoded by the STBC encoder to produce STBC code matrices, X E 

CC NTx xLB.1 The i th row of the STBC matrix constitutes the coded data-stream to be trans-

mitted on the i th transmit antenna, whereas the ph column of the STBC matrix constitutes 

the coded spatial vector to be transmitted simultaneously on aU N Tx antennas at the ph 

1 {- V denotes the vector transpose operation and C NXM denotes an N-by-lvI matrix with complex ele
ments. 
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time slot. 
Time 
-----+ 

X= 1 Tx antenna . (2.1) 

Since transmission of a STBC matrix carrying N s source symbols requires LB channel uses 

(time slots), we define the STBC encoding rate as 

N s / r c = - symbols channel use. 
LB 

(2.2) 

Definition 2.1.1 (Linear STBC Encoder) Alllinear STBC codes can be represented as 2 

Ns 

X = L (Si Ai + s? Bi) , (2.3) 
i=l 

where X E C NTxxLB denotes the STBC code matrix, and {Ai' Bi} is a set of complex 

matrices, Ai, Bi E C NTXxLB, that completely describes a particular STBC design [33] . 

• 
By representing the complex source symbols, s, in terms of its real, s)R, and imaginary 

2 {.} * denotes the complex conjugate operation. 
3 J = P is the complex number. 

(2.4) 
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it would be useful to rewrite (2.3) as 

N s 

X = L [(sr + J S() Ai + (sr - J S() Bi] , 
i=l 

N s 

= L [sr (Ai + Bi) + J S( (Ai - Bi)] . 
i=l 

12 

(2.Sa) 

(2.Sb) 

Definition 2.1.2 (Linear STBC Encoder - Alternate Form) The encoding process can 

be re-written in terms of the real and imaginary parts of the source symbols, 

Ns 

X = L (SrAi + Js(Bi) , (2.6) 
i=l 

where the relationships between the matrices {Ai, Bi} and the matrices {Ai, Bi} are given 

by 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

Ai = Ai + Bi , and Bi = Ai - Bi . (2.7) . 

• 
Once the set of matrices, {Ai, Bi} or equivalently {Ai, Bi}, are specified, the encoding 

process is executed according to (2.3) or (2.6). 

Assuming that the flat-fading channel response matrix, HEC NRxxNTx, is constant 

throughout the duration of the STBC code (L B time slots), the foUowing equation describes 

the input-output relationship of an STBC system. 

Y=HX+V, (2.8) 

where Y E CNRXxLB is the received data matrix over LB time slots, H E CNRxxNTx is the 

channel matrix, X E CNTXxLB is the transmitted STBC matrix, and V E CNRxxLB is the 

additive noise matrix. 
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Components of the additive noise matrix are samples from a two-dimensional complex 

Gaussian random process with zero-me an, and variance 0";. Furthermore, the noise is as

sumed to be spatially and temporally white. In other words, if we stack the columns of V, 

denoted as v/s, by the vec operator [34], we get 

(2.9) 

the resulting vector, v E CC NRxLB, has the following distribution: 

(2.10) 

where CN(J-L,~) denotes the N-dimensional complex Gaussian distribution with me an 

vector J-L E CCN and covariance matrix ~ E CCNxN
, 0 is the aU-zero vector, and l is the 

identity matrix. 

To ease our discussion of the STBC maximum likelihood (ML) decoder, it is convenient 

to reorder the matrix input-output relationship (2.8) into the following vector form: 4 

y = vec(Y) 

= vec(HX + V) 

= vec(H X) + vec(V) 

= (hB ® H) vec(X) + vec(V) 

= (ILB ® H) x + v , 

4 The properties ofvec(·) and ® can be found in [34]. 

(2.1 la) 

(2. lib) 

(2.1lc) 

(2.lld) 

(2.1 le) 
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where vecU is the vec operator, ® is the Kronecker product [34], y E C NRxLB is the 

vectorized received data, x E C NTxLB is the vectorized transmitted data, and v E C NRxLB 

is the vectorized additive noise. 

When the receiver has perfeet knowledge of H, the conditional PDF of y is complex 

Gaussian distributed. With the noise distribution specified in (2.10), the conditional proba-

bility density function (PDF) of y is 

( 1 H) _ 1 [-lly - (hE ® H) x 112 ] 
P y x, - N L 2 exp 2 ' 

1[" Rx B • NRxLB (J'v (J'v 
(2.12) 

where Il . Il denotes the 2-norrn of a vector [34]. 

Definition 2.1.3 (Maximum Likelihood Decoder) The maximum likelihood (ML) de

eoder decides § was transmitted when § maximizes the eonditional PDF, p(yl x(s), H), 5 

§ = argmax p(yl x(s), H). (2.13) 
s 

• In (2.13), we explicitly write the vectorized STBC matrix, x(s), as a function of the source 

symbols, s, to illustrate the dependency. This functiona1 notation will be dropped subse

quently for simplicity. 

Since the exponential function in (2.13) is a monotonically increasing function, maxi-

mizing the conditional PDF is equivalent to maximizing the exponential function argument 

scaled by any positive constant. Furthermore, maximizing the exponential function argu-

ment is equivalent to minimizing the negative of the argument. Therefore, we can convert 
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the maximization problem in (2.13) as 

§ = argmax p(yl x, H) 
s 

= argmin Ily - (h B ® H) xl1 2 

S 

= argmin Il vec(Y - HX)11 2 

S 

= argmin IIY - HX11 2
. 

S 

IS 

(2.14a) 

(2.14b) 

(2.14c) 

We use (2.11) in (2.14a) to get (2.14b), and we use the property of Il vec(A)Il = IIAII to 

reach the final result (2.14c). 

According to (2.14), the ML decoder for a generallinear STBC involves an exhaustive 

search in the Ns-dimensional space containing aU possible source vectors. Therefore, the 

complexity of the ML detector grows exponentiaUy in the source vector's size, N s , Le. 

complexity grows at O(nNs ) with n being the constellation size. Fortunately, there exists 

a special class of STBC, namely the orthogonal STBC, which allows further simplifica

tion of (2.14) into a symbol-wise ML decoder. We now address this type of STBC in the 

following part. 

. Orthogonal STBC 

An interesting chiss of aU STBC is the orthogonal space-time block code (OSTBC) [35,36]. 

The orthogonality allows ML decoding in linear complexity, given that the channel is slowly 

varying. Because of the linear decoding complexity feature, we choose to use OSTBC in 

this thesis. 
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Definition 2.1.4 (Orthogonality of OSTBC) Orthogonal STBC has the following proper-

ties: 
Ns Ns 

X X H 
= C~= 18i1 2) INTx ' and XHX = CL~ 18 i1

2
) h B , (2.15) 

i=l i=l 

where {.}H denotes the complex conjugate transpose operation. 

• 
With this orthogonal property, we now revisit on how to decouple the optimal ML de-

coder into a symbol-wise decoder. 

Simplifying the ML metric, Il y - H X 11 2
, with the orthogonality property of OSTBC (2.15) 

gives 

IIY-H X I1 2 

= tr [(Y - HX)(Y - HX)H] 

= tr (yyH) - tr (HXyH) - tr (YXHHH) + tr (HXXHHH) 

= tr (yyH) - tr (HXyH) - tr (HXyH)H + tr (HXXHHH) 

= tr (yyH) - tr (HXyH) - tr (HXyHr + tr (HXXHHH) 

= tr (yyH) - 2lR {tr (HXyH)} + tr (HXXHHH) 

Ns 

= tr (yyH) - 2lR {tr (HXyH)} + CL 18i12) tr (HHH) , 
i=l 

where in (2.16e), we use the fact that for any complex number, z, we have 

z + z* = 2lR{ z} . 

(2.16a) 

(2.16b) 

(2.16c) 

(2.16d) 

(2.l6e) 

(2.16f) 

(2.17) 
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With (2.16), we can rewrite the ML optimization problem (2.14), as 

s = arg min IIY - H Xl1 2 

S 

17 

~ arg ~nin [Ir (y Y H) - 2 !JI {Ir (H X Y Il)} + (t 1 s.I') Ir (H HIl
) ] (2.18a) 

~ arg ~nin [-2 !JI {Ir (H X yH)} + (t Is. l') 11H11'] (2.18b) 

[~I ,12_ 2~{tr(HXYH)}] 
= arg~in 7:t St IIHI12' (2.18c) 

In (2.18b) and (2.18c), we use the fact that addition/subtraction of any constants and 

multiplication/division by any positive constants would not alter the minimization problem. 
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Substituting the STBC definition in the real/imaginary form (2.6) into (2.18e) yields 

[

NB 2 2~{tr(HL[::1(srAi+JS?Bi)YH)}] 
§ = arg~in ~ ISil - IIHI12 

[

NB 2 2~{tr(L~1(srHAiYH+JS?HBiYH))}] 
= arg~in ~ Is;1 - IIHI12 

_ . ~ [1 ,1 2 _ 2~{tr(srHA;yH) +tr(JS?HBi YH )}] 
- arg~m ~ s~ IIRI12 

_ . ~ [1 ,1 2 _ 2~{srtr(HAiYH)+Js?tr(HBiYH)}] 
- arg~m ~ s, IIHI12 

_ . ~ [ . _ ~ {tr (H AiyH)} - J 2s {tr (H Bi yH)} 2 

- arg~m ~ S~ IIHI12 

_ ~ {tr (RAiyH)} - JSS {tr (RBi yH)} 2] 
IIHI12 

_ . ~ [ ,_ ~{tr(HAiyH)}-J2s{tr(HBiyH)} 2] 
- arg~m ~ s, IIHI12 

(2.19a) 

(2.19b) 

(2.lge) 

(2.l9d) 

(2.lge) 

(2.19f) 

The second term of (2.1ge) is a constant, and can therefore be dropped from the min-

imization. From (2.19f), we see that the minimization involves a sum of positive terms 

which eontains only Si. Thus, the joint minimization over N s symbols is equivalent to 

minimizing eaeh of N s terms independently. 

Definition 2.1.5 (Decoupled, or Symbol-wise, ML Decoder) The final decoupled ML so-

lution becomes 

Si = argmin 
Si 

2 
~ {tr (HA,yH)} - J2s {tr (HB~ yH)} . 

S, - IIHI12 fon = 1, ... ,Ns . 

(2.20) 

• 
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OSTBC Examples 

Two OSTBC's were used in this thesis - one that employs two transmit antennas, and the 

other employs four transmit antennas. 

Two Transmit Antennas (N Tx = 2) 

We use Alamouti's scheme for our two transmit antennas system [3]. Alamouti's OSTBC 

code matrix is defined by 

(2.21) 

- -
The corresponding matrices A/s and B/s are given by 

(2.22) 

and 

(2.23) 

The Ai's and Bi's matrices can be found by using (2.7). Since we transmit two symbols 

over two time slots in Alamouti's OSTBC, the encoding rate is 1. 

Four Transmit Antennas (N Tx = 4) 

We use Tirkkonen and Hottinen's scheme for our four transmit antennas system [37]. 
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Tirkkonen and Hottinen's OSTBC code matrix is defined by 

SI S2 S3 0 

-s; s* 0 -s3 x= 1 
(2.24) 

-s; 0 s* 1 S2 

0 s* 3 -s; SI 

- -
The corresponding matrices Ai's and Bi's are given by 

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
A 1 = A 2 = A 3 = (2.25) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

and 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B 1 = B 2 = B 3 = (2.26) 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 

The A/s and B/s matrices can be found by using (2.7). With this OSTBC scheme, we 

transmit three symbols over four time slots. Therefore, the encoding rate is 3/4. 

In usual STBC operations, the allowable total transmit power is divided equally to each 

transmit antennas. For example, with four transmit antennas, the per-antenna transmit 

power should be 1/4, assuming unit total transmit power. However, in Tirkkonen and Hot-

tinen's OSTBC, only three of the four transmit antennas are active at any time instant. 
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Therefore, the total power is divided equally into the three active antennas in this case. In 

other words, the per-antenna transmit power is set to 1/3. A more detailed discussion about 

the signal-to-noise ratio is included in Appendix A. 

In this section, we reviewed the encoding and the symbol-wise ML decoding process of 

OSTBC. Furthermore, we revisited the code structure of two OSTBC's that are used in this 

thesis. Recall that STBC is only designed to work in a frequency fiat fading environment. 

We will therefore rel y on OFDM to convert frequency selective fading channels into fre-

quency fiat subchannels such that OSTBC can be applied. The operations of OFDM is the 

topic for the next section. 

2.1.2 OFDM System 

For high data-rate applications, the wireless fading channel is likely to be frequency se-

lective. An efficient way to handle frequency selectivity is to decompose the channels into 

many narrowband subchannels via orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [7, 

8], which is a bandwidth-efficient multi-carrier transmission scheme [38-40]. Figure 2.2 

illustrates a block diagram of a baseband OFDM system. 

At the transmitter, a block of Nf source symbols, {xg'", ... , X~rl}' are serial-to-parallel 

(SIP) converted into a vector, x:F. The SIP converter altered the high symbol rate, l/Ts , at 

the input, to a lower OFDM symbol rate, l/(Nf Ts ), at the output. Each component ofx:F is 

modulated on a different subcarrier (subchannel) via the inverse discrete Fourier transform 

(IDFf) operation, such that 

(2.27) 

where FR is the unitary IDFT matrix, which is the Hermitian transpose of the unitary 
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discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix, F, 

1 1 1 

1 
-)271"U 

F=_l_ 
e Nf 

VNï 
(2.28) 

(N r-1).1 

1 
-)271" 

e Nf 

There are Nf subcarriers so that each symbol, x{ for i = 0, ... ,Nf, occupies one subcarrier 

on its own. Because of this subcarrier modulation property, the source symbols are placed 

on the frequency-domain; thus, the {. V' notation is used. 

The modulated symbol vector, x Y , is then parallel-to-serial (PIS) converted back to sym

bol rate of liTs. A cyclic prefix (CP) of length, Lcp, composed of the last Lep symbols 

of x Y
, is appended as a prefix in the current transmission black, and later discarded at the 

receiver to eliminate inter-symbol-interference (ISI) from the previous transmission block. 

ISI is due ta the different propagation delays associated with the muItipath scatterers in a 

wireless channel [41]. 

The discrete-time (DT) baseband equivalent channel impulse response (CIR), g, can be 

obtained by sampling the continuous-time (CT) multipath CIR (including transmit and re

ceive filters) at symbol rate liTs [9], 

(2.29) 

where L is the length of the DT CIR. 

Since the received signal is the convolution of the transmitted signal with the channel 

CIR and the first Lcp symbols of the received sequence is discarded at the receiver, ISI will 
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be completely eliminated if Lep 2: L - 1. This proper choice of the CP length is assumed 

in this work. 

Assuming the channel impulse response is constant over one OFDM symbol duration 

and after discarding the CP, the remaining received symbols are given by 

T T T T T T 
Yo = 90 X o + 91 X Nf - 1 + 92 x Nf - 2 + ... + 9L-1 xNr L+1 + Vo 

T" T T T T T 
Y1 = 90 Xl + 91 Xo + 92 XNf - 1 +.". + 9L-1 XNf-L+2 + v l 

(2.30) 

where vT represents the time domain additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). 

From (2.30), it is clear that the use of CP converts the linear convolution into a circular 

convolution. Using matrix notation, we have 

90 0 0 9L-1 91 

91 90 0 0 

Y6 91 90 0 0 9L-1 xT 0 v T 
0 

yi 9L-1 91 0 0 xT 1 
+ 

v T 
1 

0 9L-1 90 

T 0 9L-1 0 xT v T 
YNr 1 N f -1 Nf -1 

0 0 

0 0 0 9L-1 91 90 

(2.31a) 

T G T T Y = circ X + V , (2.31 b) 

where G circ is a circulant matrix [42], and v T is the time domain AWGN with distribution 
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CN(o, (T~ 1). 

After the DFf operation at the receiver, we get 

(2.32a) 

(2.32b) 

(2.32c) 

(2.32d) 

H F F = diagX + V , (2.32e) 

where F is the unitary DFT matrix defined by (2.28). 

We use a property of unitary matrices, FH F = l, in reaching (2.32c). Equation (2.32e) 

is obtained due to that any circulant matrix can be diagonalized by the unitary DFT ma-

trix [42]. The resulting diagonal matrix is 

H diag = diag (h[O], h[l], ... ,h[Nf - 1]) , (2.33) 

where h[k] for k = 0, ... ,Nf - 1 denotes the sampled frequency response of the fading 

channel given by 
L-l 
~ )27r !:l 

h[k] = ~gl e Nf for k = 0, ... , Nf - 1. (2.34) 
1=0 

Note that the frequency domain additive noise, v F , has the same distribution as the time 

domain additive noise, v T , because unitary transformations (i.e. unitary DFT for our case) 

preserves both the Gaussian distribution as well as its variance properties. Furthermore, 

since v T is zero-mean, so is v F . Therefore, the distribution of v F is still CN(O, (T~ 1). 

From (2.32) and (2.33), we see that an CP-OFDM system effectively converts a fre-
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quency selective fading channel into Nf paraUel frequency flat fading channels, correspond

ing to the Nf subcarriers. The received data, after DFT, is just a scaled version of the trans

mitted source data and corrupted by additive noise. In other words, we can rewrite (2.32) 

on a per-subcarrier basis as 

for k = 0, ... , Nf - 1. (2.35) 

For the rest of this thesis, we focus on the frequency description of an OFDM system and 

by dropping the {. V' notation for simplieity. The per-subcarrier input-output relationship 

of an OFDM system, (2.35), is rewritten as 

y[k] = h[k] x[k] + v[k] , for k = 0, ... , Nf - 1. (2.36) 

Since (2.35), or (2.36), are analogous to a flat-fading system, we may apply the STBC 

techniques discussed in section 2.1.1 to further enhance the traditional single-input single

output (SISO) OFDM system's performance, whieh is the topie of our next section. 

2.1.3 SFBC-OFDM 

One way to realize transmit diversity on frequency selective channels is to combine STBC 

with OFDM. The source symbols are tirst encoded with STBC in the same fashion detailed 

in section 2.1.1, producing N Tx streams of coded symbols corresponding to the N Tx trans

mit antennas. Each of N Tx coded symbol streams are modulated via OFDM as detailed in 

section 2.1.2 and transmitted through the N Tx transmit antennas. Because of the OFDM's 

IDFT operation, the coded symbol sequence is placed across the frequency-domain; thus, 

this system is an SFBC-OFDM system when STBC coding is applied before the serial-to-
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parallel operation [15]. A STBC-OFDM system can be obtained by applying STBC coding 

after the serial-to-parallel converter as in [16]. 

Figure 2.3 shows the block diagram of the SFBC-OFDM system used to evaluate the 

effectiveness of our STF channel estimator. 

1 

Source 
Symbols 

SFBC 

Encoder 

(a) Transmitter 

(b) Receiver 

SFBC 

Decoder 

Channel 
Estimation 

Figure 2.3 SFBC-OFDM block diagram. 

Detected 
Symbols 

1 

An example of SFBC-OFDM with Alamouti's code is shown in Figure 2.4. The seriaI 

data symbols are first STBC coded with Alamouti's code, producing two streams of data 

for the two transmit antennas. Each of the data streams are then multi-carrier modulated 

via OFDM. From Figure 2.4, 81 occurs on the first OFDM symbol on bath antennas, but 

on different carriers. Redundancy (co ding) is introduced on the space-frequency domain, 

thus an SFBC-OFDM system. Note that when the STBC code ward is longer than Nf, the 
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STBC code word would span over several OFDM symbols, resulting in a STFBC-OFDM 

system. 

1 

1 
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Figure 2.4 SFBC-OFDM example with Alamouti's code. 

Since OFDM decomposes a frequency selective channel into Nf parallel frequency fiat 

channels, we can extend the input-output relationship of an SISO-OFDM system, given 

by (2.36), to the MIMO-OFDM system on a per carrier basis: 

y[k] = H[k] x[k] + v[k] , for k = 0, ... , Nf - 1. (2.37) 
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In (2.37), Y = [Yo, ... , YNRX]T is the received data vector over NRx receive antennas, H is 

the NRx x N Tx MIMO channel matrix, x = [xo, ... , XNTXf is the transmitted data vector 

over N Tx transmit antennas, v = [vo, ... , VNRJT is the additive noise vector at the N Rx 

receive antennas, and finally this equation holds for each of kth subcarriers in the OFDM 

system. 

Assuming the LB adjacent subcarriers, for each transmit antenna, has the same channel 

response, we can formulate the following: 

Y[m] = [y[m], y[m + 1], ... , y[m + LB - 1]] 

= H[m]· [x[m],x[m + 1], '" , x[m + LB - 1]] 

+ [v[m], v[m + 1], ... , v[m + LB - 1]] 

= H[m] X[m] + V[m] , 

(2.38a) 

(2.38b) 

(2.38c) 

where m = {a, LB, ... , (M - 1) . LB} and M = Nf/LB E li. It is clear that (2.38) is in 

the same form of (2.8), and therefore the encoding and decoding procedure is performed as 

discussed in section (2.1.1). The only difference is that the second dimension of Y, X, and 

V spans the frequency domain instead of the time domain, and we require the LB adjacent 

subcarrier frequency response to be constant. 

Next, we consider a space-time-frequency selective channel that we aim to estimate in 

this thesis. 
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2.2 Channel Model 

This section considers the mobile wireless channels modeled as linear time-variant (LTV) 

systems. Furthermore, the mobile wireless channels consist of many randomly moving 

objects that scatter the information-bearing electromagnetic waves, causing distortions on 

the transmitted signal. These random distortions can be captured by modeling the mobile 

wireless channels as stochastic processes. 

2.2.1 SISO Multipath Wireless Channel 

Definition 2.2.1 (Linear Time-Varying Multipath Wireless Channel) An LTV wireless 

channel composed of discrete multipaths [41 J has the following form, 

N 

ge(t,/) = L Œn(t) 0(1 - ln), (2.39) 
n=l 

where ge(t, 1) is the continuous-time time-varying multipath CIR observed at time t due to 

an impulse excitation at lime t - 1 [43J, N is the number of discrete multipaths, Œn(t) is 

the complex-valued attenuationfunction of the n th path, ln is the propagation delay of the 

n th path, and 0(') is the unit impulsefunction [44]. 

Typically, IO( t) is set to 0, implying that the system is synchronized to the first component 

arriving at the receiver. 

• 
Each path might consists of many subpaths having approximately the same propagation 

delay, as in the case of the 3GPP channel [28]. However, each of the subpaths introduce a 

different phase shift, and therefore the subpaths might cause both constructive and destruc-

tive interferences. As the number of subpaths become large, then Central Limit Theorem 

(CLT) applies [45], and Œn(t) can be modeled as Gaussian random processes. 
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The overall channel impulse response includes the transmit and receive pulse shaping 

filters, CTx ( T) and CRx ( T) respectively (Figure 2.5), 

N (2.40) 
= L (J;n(t) C(T - Tn)) 

n=l 

where c( T) is the combined Tx/Rx filter response, * is the convolution operator and is 

defined as the following for LTV systems [46], 

(2.41) 

Figure 2.5 Composition of the overall channel impulse response. 

Typically, the transmit and received pulse shaping filters are chosen to be a square-root 

raised cosine filter, which results in preserving the whiteness of the additive noise at the 

received filter output, when sampled at baud rate [9]. 

2.2.2 MIMO Multipath Wireless Channel 

When multiple transmit/received antennas are employed, each pair of transmit/receive an-

tenna would have an impulse response corresponding to (2.40). We can represent the trans-

mit/receive antennas by their respective displacement vectors from an arbitrary spatial ori-

gin. 
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The LTV CIR, between the receive antenna located at d Rx and the transmit antenna 10-

cated at d Tx , is denoted as 9c(dRx , d Tx , t, T), where dis a 3-dimensional spatial vector. 

It is conventional to describe OFDM systems in the frequency (carrier) domain. There

fore, it would be convenient to ob tain a space-time-frequency transfer function by perform

ing a Fourier Transform on the T variable of 9c(dRx , d Tx , t, T) [47], 

(2.42) 

Equation (2.42) represents the MIMO time-varying channel frequency response. 

2.2.3 Space-Time-Frequency Selectivity 

In general, a MIMO wireless channel exhibits space, time, and frequency selectivity. Durgin 

provided a set of transfer functions that equivalently describes the underlying MIMO time

varying channel response, 9c(dRx , d Tx , t, T) [47]. These transfer functions, summarized in 

Table 2.2.3, are helpful in understanding how each kind of selectivity relates to the physical 

parameters of a wireless channel. 

Space Selectivity 

Because of the spatial separation between multiple antennas, the channel responses of dif

ferent pairs of transmit/receive antennas could potentially be different. A rich scattering 

environment would introduce high spatial variations due to the constructive and destructive 

interferences caused by a large number of scatterers. When the antenna separation is large, 

or when the scattering radius is large, high space-selectivity is experienced. This means 

that the STF transfer functions (2.42) are quite different for different pairs of (dRx , dTJ. 

Since the displacement (space) variable is a Fourier transform dual of the wavenum-
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Table 2.1 Space-Time-Frequency Fourier Transform Relationships. 

Transform Pairs Forward Transform Backward Transform 

Displacement Wavenumber 

d +-----+ k Le: {.} exp ( -JkT d) dd 2~ Le: {.} exp (JkT d) dk 

Time Doppler 

t +-----+ V Le: {.} exp ( - J27rvt) dt Le: {-} exp(J27rvt) dv 

Frequency Delay Le: {.} exp (J27rT j) df Le: {.} exp ( - J27rT j) dT f +-----+ T 

ber variable, see Table (2.2.3) or [47], space selectivity exists whenever the correspond-

ing transfer function in the wavenumber domain is not a single impulse function. The 

wavenumber variable is generally parameterized by the angles of propagation paths with 

respect to a reference direction [30]. This means that when the propagation angles are dis

persed, space selectivity is experienced. We therefore refer to space-selective channels as 

angle-spread channels. 

In a typical suburban macrocell environment, for the downlink case, most of the scatters 

are concentrated at the mobile station (MS) and therefore high receive space-selectivity 

is experienced. However, when the base station (BS) is located at a tall tower and the 

scatterers are close to the MS, the electro-magnetic waves travel through a concentrated 

path to the MS, leading to low transmit space selectivity. 

Frequency Selectivity 

When N = 1 in (2.39), the channel is a frequency flat channel because it consists of a 

single unit impulse function. In contrast, when N > 1, we have a frequency selective 

channel. Frequency selective channels are also known as delay-spread channels, because 
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of the Fourier transform relationship between frequency and delay. 

Time Selectivity 

We would have a time selective channel when Œn(t) varies with time. On the other hand, if 

Œn( t) = Œn is constant over the observation period, we say the channel is quasi-static. For a 

cellular system, time selectivity results from the mobile unit movements. When the mobile 

is moving, it introduces Doppler shifts to the received signal [41]. Thus, time selective 

channels are also known as Doppler-spread channels. 

Quantitative measures of space , time , and frequency selectivity exist if we considered 

the MIMO wireless channel as a random process in all three domains. Simply put, the 

MIMO wireless channel response is approximately constant over its coherence space, time, 

and frequency, with coherence typically defined as the inverse of the expected root mean 

square (RMS) values of their respective Fourier transform dual. More detailed discussions 

on these measures can be found in [47,48]. 

2.2.4 Space-Time-Frequency Correlation Function 

The ~TF transfer function, as in (2.42), is generally regarded as a random process infour 

dimensions: transmit spatial, receive spatial, temporal, and spectral. Our channel estimator 

makes use of the complete space-time-frequency correlation function defined as follows. 

Definition 2.2.2 (Space-Time-Frequency Correlation Function) The space-time-freq

uency correlationfunction of a MIMO random channel is defined as 

Rc(dRx,l, d Rx,2, dTx,l, d Tx ,2, tl, t 2, ft, 12) 

= E {hc( dRx,l, dTx,l, t l , id . hc( d Rx,2, d Tx ,2, t2, 12)*} , 
(2.43) 

• 
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The design of the antenna arrays is not a primary interest of this thesis, hence, we pa

rameterized the displacement variable with the indices of the transmitlreceived antenna 

elements, and represent the STF correlation function as 

(2.44) 

where i corrsponds to the receive antenna element index, and j corresponds to the transmit 

antenna element index. 

So far, our channel model discussion is based on continuous-time descriptions. In a 

digital communciation systems, there is a need to represent the continuous-time channel 

description with a discrete-time equivalent. By using an uniform linear array (ULA) at 

the transmitter and receiver, we are effective sampling the wireless channel in the spatial-
. . 

domain. Thus, the above transmitter/receiver indexing already represents the spatial-sampling 

of the wireless channel. In the next section, we present the time and frequency sampling 

adopted by OFDM to result in a discrete-time space-time-frequency channel description. 

2.2.5 Discrete-Time Space-Time-Frequency Selective Channel 

For OFDM systems, assuming perfect time synchronization, proper cyclic prefix usage, 

CIR is quasi-static over one OFDM symbol duration, and tolerable spectralleakage [19], 

we sampled the continuous-time CIR observation time variable at OFDM symbol rate, 

1IToFDM' and the delay variable at baud rate, liTs, to yield a discrete-time CIR repre-

sentation as 

i,j[n, II = 9c(i, j, n·ToFDM , l·Ts ), for n = 0, ... , Nt -1, and l = 0, ... , L-1. (2.45) 
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where TOFDM is the OFDM symbol duration including the cyclic prefix, Nt is the number of 

OFDM symbols transmitted in one radio frame,6 and L is the overall channellength. 

Since the input-output relationship of an OFDM system can be specified in the frequency 

domain, it is useful to transform the discrete-time channel impulse response into its fre-

quency dual. 

L-l 
2 k·[ 

hi,j[n, k] = L gi,j[n, l] eJ 
11" Nf for k = 0, ... , Nf - 1, (2.46) 

l=O 

where hi,j[n, k] is the channel frequency response (CFR) for the n th OFDM symbol at the 

kth subcarrier linking the ith receive and the lh transmit antennas. 

2.2.6 3GPP Channel Model 

Our simulations are based on the 3GPP spatial channel model [28], which specifies the 

()!n (t) 's in (2.39) for each pair of transmitlreceive antennas as 

()!~j(t) = Ilt t (exp(Jkd j sin((1n,m,AoD))' exp(Jkdi sin(Bn,m,AoA))' 
m=l (2.47) 

exp(J <pn,m) exp(J k Ilvll cos((Bn,m,AoA - Bv)t) . ) , 

where A represents the Iarge-scale fading effects [41], k = 21f / À is the magnitude of the 

wavenumber, dj is the incremental transmit antenna distance from the reference transmit 

antenna, di is the incremental receive antenna distance from the reference receive antenna, 

en,m,AoD is the angle-of-departure (AoD) for the m th subpath of the nth path, en,m,AoA is 

the angie-of-arrivai (AoA) for the m th subpath of the n th path, <Pn,m is the phase shift of the 

m th subpath of the n th path, Ilv Il is the speed of the MS, and ev is the direction of the MS 

6 To be defi. ned in chapter3. 
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movement. These parameters are generated according to the 3GPP specifications [28]. 



Chapter 3 

Pilot-Symbol Assisted MIMO OFDM 

Channel Estimation 

38 

This chapter presents the channel estimators for MIMO-OFDM systems. The channel is 

assumed to be triply selective (i.e. joint space-time-frequency selective). We took the 

Bayesian estimation approach and derived the LMMSE estimator based on the second

order statistics of the channel response. 

In the current literature, the two most com'mon ways to perform channel estimation are 

1) pilot-symbol assisted [18,19,21,22,49,50], and 2) blind methods [51,52]. We chose 

to follow the pilot-symbol assisted method due to its ability to acquire an accurate channel 

estimate quickly, and independent of the coding structure employed. The fallback of pilot

symbol assisted method is the loss of bandwidth as known pilot (training) symbols are 

inserted over the space-time-frequency domain. Although blind methods do not incur any 

reduction in bandwidth, these schemes rely on exploiting the coding structure of a particular 

system [51,52], which are less versatile for general co ding schemes. 
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In a practical communication system, pilot-symbols are used for timing and frequency 

synchronization as weIl. Therefore, with proper pilot sequence designs, the pilot symbols 

can serve multiple purposes in a communication system. Our proposed channel estimator 

will make use of pilot symbols because of a guaranteed acquisition of the channel response, 

as weIl as they can serve for other practical purposes. 

3.1 Space-Time-Frequency PACE 

We start our discussion with reordering the input -output relationship of the MIMO-OFDM 

system into a simpler matrix form. 

3.1.1 MIMO OFDM System Model 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the block diagram of the MIMO-OFDM system. Signal definitions in 

Figure 3.1 are as follows: x j is the transmit symbol vector, also called OFDM symbol, at 

the lh transmit antenna, yi is the receive symbol vector at the ith receive antenna, gi,j is 

the DT CIR vector observed at the i th receiver antenna due to the lh transmit antenna, N Tx 

is the number of transmitter (Tx) antennas, N Rx is the number of receiver (Rx) antennas, 

{.} d denotes the data portion of the respective vector, {.} p denotes the pilot portion of the 

respective vector, {. V'" denotes the frequency domain representation of the corresponding 

vector, and {. } T denotes the time domain representation of the corresponding vector. 

The CFR is obtained by taking a DFT on the CIR. That is, 

(3.1) 
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Figure 3.1 Black diagram of MIMO-OFDM system. 

where hi,j is the CFR connecting the lh Tx element with the ith Rx element, and F is the 

DFT matrix as defined in (2.28). 

Note that the CP insertion (at Tx) and removal (at Rx) is implied but not shown in Fig

ure 3.1. 

In order to eliminate ISI, the following condition is required. 

where Tg denote the duration of the CP or the guard time, and T max is the maximum propa-

gation delay introduced by the channel. 

Figure 3.2 is a graphical illustration of a transmission frame. We consider a frame trans-

mission scheme similar to [53], where there are Nt OFDM words per frame. Each OFDM 
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word is composed of the useful source symbols of duration Tu (containing both data and 

pilot symbols) and the cyclic prefix of duration Tg (used to avoid ISI). The duration of one 

OFDM symbol is denoted as ToFDM • In practice, the ends of the source symbols block might 

be fiUed with zeros to insert additional guard bands, in order to minimize the interference 

with devices operating in adjacent spectrum. In this thesis, we assume aU Nf symbols are 

filled with either data or pilot symbols, occupying all of Nf OFDM subcarriers. 

One Transmission Frame 

IOFDM 1 IOFDM2 

1 
CP Nf Source Symbols 

1 

One OFDM Word 

1: T, 

_lE 
Tu 

:1 

Figure 3.2 Timing information for one transmission frame. 

We assumed that the channel is static over one OFDM word, but is time-varying over 

several OFDM words within a transmission frame. Typical duration of a frame is 2ms 

[53]. 

It is further assumed that the channel response are statisticaUy independent from frame 

to frame. 

With proper CP insertion and removal, we may represent the OFDM system in the fre-

quency do main as shown in section 2.1.2. 
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For the rest of this manuscript, we drop the {. V' notation for simplicity. AlI signal 

quantities are in their frequency representation unless specified otherwise. 

The received vector after the DFT operation is 

NTx 

yi(n) = L Xj(n) hi,j(n) + vi(n), 
j=l 

fori = 1,2, .. . ,NRx , (3.2) 

where yi(n) E eN fx1 is the received frequency-domain vector at the i th received antenna 

element at time n, xj (n) = diag (Xj (n)) E eN! xNf is the diagonal source symbol matrix 

at the ph transmit antenna element at time n, hi,j (n) E eNf x 1 is the channel frequency 

response vector linking the jth transmit antenna element and the i th receive antenna element 

at time n, vi(n) E e Nfx1 is the filtered zero-mean AWGN vector at the ith receive antenna 

element at time n, N Tx is the number of transmit antennas, N Rx is the number of receive 

antennas, and Nf is the number of OFDM subcarriers. 

ColIecting yj (n) at Nt consecutive times gives, 

NTx 

yi = L Xj hi,j + Vi, for i = 1,2, ... ,NRx , (3.3) 
j=l 

where yi = [yi(nf, yi(n + 1)T, ... , yi(n + Nt - I)T]T E e NtNfx1 is the time stacked 

received vector at the i th receive antenna, xj = diag (Xj (n), xj (n + 1), ... , xj (n + 

Nt - 1)) E eNtNf X Nt Nf is the diagonal source symbol matrix at Nt consecutive times, 

at the ph transmit antenna element, hi,j = [hi,j(n)T, hi,j(n + If, ... , hi,j(n + Nt -

1)T] T E ICp,Nf x 1 is the time stacked channel frequency response vector linking the lh 

transmit antenna element and the i th receive antenna element, and vi = [yi (n)T, yi (n + 

1 f, ... , yi (n + Nt - 1) Tr E eNtNf x 1 is the time stacked filtered additive noise vector at 

the i th receive antenna element. 
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Writing the summation in (3.3) in matrix form yields, 

for i = 1,2, ... ,NRx , (3.4) 

where yi and Vi are the same as in (3.3), X = [Xl, X 2, ... , XNTX] E CNtNfXNTxNtNf is 

. [. lT ·2T . N T] T a horizontal cascade of N Tx diagonal matrices, and h t = h t , ,ht , , ... , h t , Tx E 

CNTX Nt Nf xl is the Tx spatial time-frequency channel response. 

Finally, collecting the received vectors at aIl the NRx receive antenna elements gives, 

y=Xh+v, (3.5) 

where y = [ylT, y2T, ... , yNRJf E CNRxNtNfXl is the Rx spatially stacked time

frequency received vector, X = (INRX 0 X) E CNRxNtNfXNRxNTxNtNf is a banded matrix 

containing the Tx spatial time-frequency source symbols, 1 h = [h lT
, h2T

, ... , hNRxTf E 

CNTxNRxNtNfXl is the full Tx-Rx spatial time-frequency channel response vector, and v = 

[vlT , v
2T

, ... , vNRJf E CNRxNtNfXl is the Rx spatial time-frequency AWGN vector. 

Figure 3.3 is a graphical illustration on the structure of yT. Note that each received 

OFDM symbol is a superposition of N Tx transmitted OFDM symbols. 

OFDM OFDM OFDM ... 
1 2 Nt 

1· ·1 '1 
Rx 1 Rx 2 

Figure 3.3 Graphical illustration on the structure of yT in (3.5). 

1 161 denotes the Kronecker product [34]. 
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3.1.2 STF LMMSE Derivations 

We assume that pilot symbols are placed uniformly throughout the space-time-frequency 

domains, and we need to extract the pilot components of the received vector from (3.5) to 

perform our channel estimation. The extraction can be done by multiplying the received 

vector by a pilot selection matrix, Q E p,NpxNfNtNRX, where P, denotes the binary number 

space containing the elements {a, I}, and Np denotes the number of pilot symbols per 

transmission frame. This pilot selection matrix contains l 's at the pilot locations, and O's at 

the data locations. The (Np x NfNtNRx ) pilot selection matrix is defined mathematicall~ 

as 

{

l, 
[Q] .. = ',J 

0, 

(i, j) E Op 
(3.6) 

otherwise. 

where Op is the set of pilot symbollocations in the STF domain. 

Figure 3.4 is a visual illustration of the pilot and data structure on the received signal, 

yT. From this figure, we see that each row of Q consists of a single Ilocated at successive 

pilot locations. For ex ample, the n th row of Q is a row of zeros except there is a I at the 

n th pilot location. 

11111 1111111111111111 
1 OFDM ~ OFDM '1 OFDM ~ OFDM 1 OFDM 2 OFDM 3 OFDMNt 

1" -1 1- -1 
Rx I 

1 pilot o data 

Figure 3.4 Graphical illustration on the pilot and data structure of y T. 
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Then the (Np xl) received pilot symbols, y p' are represented by 

Yp= Qy 

= QXh+Qv (3.7) 

denoting the additive noise samples at the pilot locations. Second equality is obtained by 

substituting (3.5). 

Note that the structure of X from (3.4) looks like 

x x x 

X= x x x (3.8) 

x x x 
v 

N Tx diagonal matrices 

-. -
Since X = I NRX ®X, removing rows of X is similar to removing rows of X. From (3.8), we 

see that whenever we remove a row of X, the remaining matrix would have N Tx columns 

with zeros only. Hence, when we rem ove NRxNtNf - Np rows of X in (3.7), the resulting 

Xp contains NTx(NRxNtNf - Np) columns of zeros. In other words, when we retain only 

Np rows of X, there are only NTxNp columns with non-zero entries. This means that we 

can further simplify (3.7) by removing those columns with zeros only, and correspondingly 

rem ove those components of h that would otherwise be multiplied with zeros. With this 

simplification, we have 

(3.9) 

where X p E C Np XNTxNp is the reduced-dimension pilot symbol matrix, and hp E CNTxNpx 1 
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is the channel space-time-frequency response vector at the pilot locations. 

We want to establish a good estimate of the channel response, h, via linear processing 

(3.10) 

where the linear processor, W E CNRxNTxNtNfXNp is to be chosen appropriately. 

Definition 3.1.1 (Mean-Square-Error Criterion) Define the estimation error vector as 

e=h-h. (3.11 ) 

The mean square-error (MSE) costfunction, is computed as 

(3.12) 

where E {-} is the statistical expectation operator [45]. 

• 
We would like to choose the linear processor, W, such that the MSE is minimized [54]. 

That is, we want to choose W according to 

A necessary condition for minimizing MSE is [30] 

aMSE 
---=0 
a Wi,j 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

where Wi,j is the ith and lh component of the linear processor matrix, W. The partial 
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derivative is with respect to a comp1ex quantity and is defined as [30] 

8MSE 1 ( 8MSE 8MSE) 
8w· = 2"' 8~{w··} - 8r;s{w··} . IJ IJ IJ 

(3.15) 

The error vector can be expressed as 

(3.16) 

With (3.16), minimizing (3.12) is equiva1ent to minimizing the MSE of each component 

of e individually, i.e. 

(3.17) 

where wf denotes the i th row of W. 

Denote the MSE per component as 

for i = 1) ... ) N tot ' (3.18) 

With 

(3.19) 

Following the Appendix of [30], we take the comp1ex gradient of (3.18) with respect to 
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Wi to find a stationary point. 

= -E {hiyp} + w[I E {Ypy:} (3.20) 

=0. 

The LMMSE solution is 

(3.21) 

Finally the complete linear processor, W, is obtained by stacking it rows in the form 

of (3.21) 

WLMMSE = 

H 
W1,LMMSE 

H 
W 2 ,LMMSE 

WH 
Ntot,LMMSE 

(3.22) 

where R hyp = 'E {hy;!} is the cross-correlation matrix between the channel response and 

the received pilot symbols, and Ryp = E {ypy;!} is the auto-correlation matrix of the 

received pilot symbols. In the following, we simply denote the LMMSE linear processor as 

W instead of W LMMSE' 
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With this choice of W, the MSE is 

Substituting (3.9) into the correlation matrices, R hyp and Ryp' gives 

and 

Rhyp = E {hy:} 

= E {h(Xp hp + vp)H} 

= E {hh:}X: 

R yp = E {YPY:} 

= E {(Xp hp + vp)(Xp hp + vp)H} 

= XpE {hph:} X: + E {vp)v:} 

49 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

In deriving (3.24) and (3.25), we assumed that the channel response is uncorrelated with 

the zero mean additive noise. 

Substituting (3.24) and (3.25) into (3.23) yields the final LMMSE estimator 

(3.26) 
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The resulting MSE is given as 

(3.27) 

Typically, the zero mean additive noise is spatially, spectrally, and temporally white, such 

that 

(3.28) 

In this case, the LMMSE estimator becomes 

(3.29) 

with an MSE of 

(3.30) 

It should be emphasized that since our STP channel estimator is based on the received 

pilot vectors from aU receive antennas, it is capable of exploiting any Rx spatial correlations 

if it exists. In usual circumstances, however, rich scattering is experienced around the MS 

such that Rx spatial correlation is nearly non-existent. In certain cases where the scatters 

are far from the MS, our channel estimator can exploit the receive correlation and provide 

better channel estimates. 

3.1.3 TF PACE as a Mismatched STF 

We demonstrate the generality of our STP channel estimator by reducing it into the time-

frequency MIMO-OFDM channel estimator reported in [29]. We will also compare the 
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performance of our STF channel estimator with this time-frequency channel estimator for 

MIMO-OFDM systems. 

A time-frequency channel estimator does not exploit any spatial correlations at aIl. Thus, 

the assumption in deriving the time-frequency channel estimator in [29] is that there no 

TxlRx spatial correlation. This results in R hp being a block diagonal matrix, 

where R~; E CPp/NRXxNp/NRX is the time-frequency correlation matrix for the (i,j)th pair 

of receive/transmit antennas. 

The pilot symbol matrix has the following structure: 

(x~ o o 

(3.32) 
o (x~ 

o 
o 

where Xb E CPP/NRxxNp/NRX is the time-frequency pilot symbols for the jth transmit an-

tenna. 
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Computing the XpRhpX;; term in (3.29) gives, 

o o 

o 

o 

o o 

Since XpRhpX;; is a block diagonal matrix, it is clear that 

(3.34) 

When there is no Tx/Rx spatial correlation, 

R d· (RI,l RI,NTx R 2,1 RNRx,NTX) 
hhp = lag hhp ' .. " hhp ' hhp"", hhp . (3.35) 
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Substituting (3.32), (3.34), and (3.35) into (3.29) yields the diagonal band matrix 

W TF = 

(3.36) 

which corresponds to the time-frequency channel estimation method in [29]. 

To obtain a TF channel estimator from an STF estimator, we modified the channel cor-

relation matrices to reftect the no-spatial-correlation assumption used in [29]. We can view 

the TF channel estimator as an STF channel estimator with correlation mismatch. Hence, 

our STF channel estimator cannot perform worse than the TF estimator in terms of MSE. 

3.2 Pilot-Symbol Design Issues 

In this section, we discuss some pilot symbol (sequence) design issues for MIMO-OFDM 

channel estimation. In order to obtain a good channel estimation, pilot symbols have to be 

placed according to the 3-dimensional sampling theorem. Since multiple antennas are used, 

pilot sequences has to be jointly designed for all N Tx transmit antennas su ch that Tx spatial 

signatures can be separated at the receiver. 
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The amount of power and bandwidth allocated to the pilot symbols also plays an impor-

tant role in power and bandwidth limited scenarios. We describe the system implications of 

these parameters in this section. 

3.2.1 Pilot Placement 

Pilot symbols are spaced in the STF domain for our STF channel estimator. A typical pilot 

symbol placement is shown in Figure 3.5. In this thesis, we focus on the rectangular layout 

of pilot symbol placement. Other sampling patterns, like hexagonal, might yield better 

efficiency in covering the entire STF space, but was not investigated here. More details in 

multi-dimensional sampling pattern and efficiency are discussed in [55]. 

space 

time 

o 
o 
o 

• Pilot Symbol 

000 

J'req 

Figure 3.5 Pilot symbol placement for LMMSE channel estimation. 
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In Figure 3.5, the separation between pilots in the spatial, temporal, and spectral domains 

are 6.dp, 6.tp, and 6.fp, respectively. These separations must be chosen appropriately as 

small separations would introduce large training overhead into the system, yet large sepa-

rations introduce inaccuracies in the channel estimates. 

Wireless channels are typically limited in the Doppler frequency, propagation delay, and 

wavenumber (propagation direction) domains. Since these quantities are Fourier transform 

pairs with the observation time, ordinary frequency, and spatial position domains [30,43], 

the sampling theorem applies to this random process representing the wireless channel. 2 

From the multi-dimensional sampling theorem [47], the pilot STF spacing must satisfy 

the following criteria to avoid aliasing: 

(3.37a) 

(3.37b) 

(3.37c) 

where À is the wavelength of the propagating wave, eu is the upper bound on the angle of 

departure, el is the lower bound on the angle of departure, l/max is the maximum Doppler 

frequency, and T max is the maximum propagation delay. 

In the worst case, the AoD ranges from 00 to 1800
•
3 In this case, the spatial separation 

between the pilots is 6.dp ::; %. 

Notice that for small AoD, the spatial sampling upper bound could be many multiples 

2 Sampling theorem of a band-limited random process was described in [56]. The multi-dimensional 
sampling theorem is a simple extension of this one-dimensional case. See also [55] for the multi-dimensional 
sampling theorem of deterministic signais. 

3 One-dimension al ULA's contains left-right ambiguity, therefore the spatial response is the same for [00, 
180°] as [-180°, 0°]. 
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of >.. For ex ample, when the MS is located at the broadside (90°) of the ES antenna array, 

and with 5° angle spread at the ES, the spatial sampling upper bound is 11.5>'. In this case, 

it is possible to train only a subset of the transmit antennas when they are spaced less than 

11.5>' apart. 

In the sequel, the pilots separation in space, time, and frequency are normalized with 

respect to the Tx antenna element spacings, dTx , to the OFDM word duration, TOFDM , and 

to the OFDM subcarrier spacing, !:lf, respectively. 

(3.38a) 

(3.38b) 

(3.38c) 

With (3.38), the pilot blocks4 are placed at multiples of !:lDp , !:lTp , and !:lFp in the Tx 

space, time, and frequency domains, respectively. Figure 3.2.l illustrates the pilot blocks 

placement with the time and frequency separation explicitly shown. The space separation 

is hidden but implied in this figure. 

3.2.2 Pilot Sequence Design 

When multiple transmit antennas are employed, there will be spatial interference between 

the pilot symbols. To counter the spatial interference, a properly designed pilot block is 

used as pilot symbols. In 1999, Guey et al. studied the pilot sequence design issue for 

fiat Rayleigh fading channels with transmitter diversity [57]. They showed that the usage 

4 A sequence of pilot symbols are required for MI MO channel estimation in order to suppress the spatial 
interference at the receiver. 
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time 

Figure 3.6 Pilot placement on discrete space-time-frequency grid. 

of constant modulus orthogonal pilot blocks satisfies the foUowing desirable properties on 

the channel estimation error covariance matrix, Cov(e) ~ E{ee H } = E{(h - h)(h -

h)H} [57]: 

1. Total MSE over all channel responses, tr( Cov( e)), is minimized. 

2. Estimation errors are as evenly distributed throughout all channel responses as possi-

ble. 

3. Cross-correlation of estimation errors, i.e. off diagonal of Cov( e), are kept as smaU 

as possible when the pilot block length, Lp, is chosen to be a multiple of the number 

of transmit antennas, N Tx. 

The colunins of the unitary DFT matrix, defined in (2.28), is a practical pilot sequence 

which satisfies aU of the above properties. We choose the DFT matrix size to be N Tx in 
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order to maintain property 3 mentioned above and minimize the training overhead. Each 

column of the unitary DFT matrix would correspond to the pilot sequence used for each 

transmit antennas. 

For MIMO-OFDM systems, we can place the pilot block over adjacent subcarriers, or 

over adjacent OFDM symbols on certain subcarriers. A large number of subcarriers are 

used in a typical OFDM system. Therefore, the channel is almost constant over several 

subcarriers. Also, we use an SFBC-OFDM system to evaluate the error-rate performance 

in the end, so we should also place the pilot sequences over adjacent subcarriers by the 

same reasoning in section 2.1.3. 

3.2.3 Power Allocation to Pilot Symbols 

Usually, the total allowable transmit power is strictly governed. For a pilot-symbol assisted 

communication system, we must allocate sorne of the transmit power to the pilot symbols 

such that we get a good enough channel estimate for coherent detection. Allocating too 

little power on the pilot symbols would produce bad channel estimates. And since we have 

seen that maximum likelihood decoding assumes perfect channel knowledge, it is logical 

to deduce that the decoding performance would be badly impaired when the decoder uses 

bad channel estimates for decoding. 

On the other hand, allocating too much power on the pilot symbols might yield a highly 

accurate channel estimate. However, since the total allowable transmit power is fixed, the 

power for data transmission is proportionally reduced. This results in operating in a lower 

Eb/ No, thus resulting in bad error-rate performance also. 

It is clear that for any pilot-symbol assisted communication systems, there exists an opti-

mal power allocation for the pilot symbols. However, in a practical setting, the percentage 
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of power allocated to pilots is usually fixed. For ex ample, the OFDM feasibility proposai 

for 3GPP has fixed the percentage of power allocated to the pilots to be 10% [53]. In this 

case, we can try to optimize the overall performance by varying the distribution of the pilot 

power across aIl pilot symbols in the STF domain. Optimizing the pilot power distribution 

is only possible when the transmitter has sorne prior knowledge of the channel. If no prior 

channel knowledge is available at the transmitter, it is best to equally distribute the power 

across aU pilot symbols, which is our approach in this work. 

3.2.4 STF Resource Allocation to Pilot Symbols 

The insertion of pilot symbols reduces the bandwidth efficiency of the communication sys-

tem. Since there is one pilot sequence of length N Tx within the volume spanned by the pilot 

space-time-frequency separation, b.Dp . b.Tp . b.Fp , the amount of STF resource allocated 

to pilot symbols is given by NTj(b.Dp . b.Tp • b.Fp ). The space-time-frequency pilot sep

arations are upper bounded by the sampling theorem stated in (3.38). Hence, a minimum 

amount of STF resource must be allocated to the pilot symbols in order to get a sensible 

channel estimate. 

3.3 Estimation Noise Reduction by Low Rank Approximation via 

Eigenvalue Decomposition 

Recall that the STF channel estimator involves a matrix inversion. In (3.29), when the 

additive noise variance is small and the pilot symbols are highly correlated, such as in 

an oversampled pilot placement, the matrix to be inverted might be rank deficient. If we 

blindly invert a rank deficient matrix when calculating the STF channel estimator, we are 
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introducing unnecessary numerical errors due to smaIl eigenvalues. To illustrate the numer-

ical instability, we first perform an eigen-value decomposition (EVD) on the XpRhpX{! 

term of (3.29), 

(3.39) 

where ~ is a diagonal matrix with its diagonal represented by a descending ordered se

quence of eigenvalues, and columns of U are the corresponding eigenvectors. Due to the 

Hermitian structure of XpRhpX{!, aIl the eigenvalues are non-negative. 

When the pilot symbols are highly correlated, R hp becomes rank deficient. Therefore 

the eigenvalues of XpRhpX{! would look like 

(3.40) 

The eigenvectors of XpRhpX{! + (}~I are the same as those of XpRhpX{!, and the eigen

values of XpRhpX{! + (}~I is 

for i = 1, ... , Np . (3.41 ) 

When ca1culating the linear estimator matrix, W, we need to invert the matrix XpRhpX{! + 

(}~I. The matrix inverse can be written as 

(3.42) 

where Ui denotes the i th column (eigen-vector) of U. 
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When the noise variance is small, we can see that for i > r, 1/(,\ + a;) = 1/ a; can 

become very large, thus introducing numerical errors. To avoid these numerical errors, we 

perform the following as the matrix inverse, 

(3.43) 

When r' = r, we have eliminated numerical errors while preserving the optimality of our 

channel estimates. However, in reality, we do not have the exact value of r. In this case, we 

need to choose a large enough r' < r to minimize the ef'tect of truncation (approximation) 

error. In a high SNR setting, it is safer to under-estimate the value of r because of the 

potentiallarge introduction of numerical errors. 

3.4 Complexity Reduction by Space-Time-Frequency Partitioning 

The STF LMMSE estimator described in (3.29) has high complexity due to its utilization 

of the complete channel correlation at each space-time-frequency point. Conceptually, the 

channel is only effectively correlated within a localized STF space. This section exploits 

the localized correlation among the neighbouring pilots to perform STF estimation. This 

approach is inspired by the development in [22]. 

For an appropriate STF pilot placement, we expect that the channel is only highly cor-

related within the region defined by neighboring pilot symbols in the STF domain (i.e. 

the shaded region of Figure 3.5). The entire STF space is partitioned into sm aller STF 

subspaces corresponding to the region enclosed by the nearest Np neighbouring pilots. In 

effect, the (Ntot x Np) linear estimator is broken into a set of W, (Ntot x Np) linear esti-
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mators, each corresponding to an STP subspace. Mathematically, we have 

i = 1, "0' W (3.44) 

where each quantity is partitioned into the corresponding subspace, respectively. 

Minimal complexity is achieved when Np = 8Lp, corresponding to the eight close st 

space-time-frequency pilot sequences to a particular space-time-frequency coordinate. Re-

calI that each pilot sequence is of length Lp. 

AlI W linear estimators bec orne the same if the folIowing assumptions hold true. 

1. Partitioning is uniform over the STP space. 

2. Pilot placement is uniform across aIl STP partitions. 

3. Pilot signal scheme is the same for all STP partitions. 

4. Channel response is shift-invariant in the STP domain, also known as wide sense 

stationary uncorrelated scattering homogeneous (WSSUS-HO) channels in [48]. 

"...... -- ......... ---
Item 1,2,4 ensures that Rhh i = Rhh JO and Rh i = Rh JO for aIl i's and JO,s, and item 

Pl Pl Pl Pl 

- -
3 ensures that Xp,i = Xp,j for all i's and j's. Substituting these equalities into (3.44) would 

yield the same linear processor, W i , for aU partitions. 

In a multi-user environment, a particular user might only be assigned with a sm aIl group 

of time-frequency resources. Thus, this user would only have access to the pilots within the 

allocated resource, which is another practical reason for performing channel estimation on 

a smaller STP partition. 
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3.5 STF Channel Estimator Modifi cation for OSTBC Symbol-Wise 

Decoding 

Recall that the use of OSTBC allows a lower-complexity symbol-wise ML decoding, see 

Section 2.1.1. Such a symbol-wise ML decoder assumes the channel to be quasi-statie over 

the duration of the block length. Since we applied OSTBC over adjacent subcarriers when 

combined with OFDM, the combined SFBC-OFDM would require the channel response to 

be quasi-static over a number of adjacent subcarriers equal to the block length. 

However, our proposed STF channel estimator allows slight variations between adjacent 

subcarriers. In order to use our STF channel estimator together with the OSTBC symbol

wise ML decoder, we simply average the channel estimates over LB (OSTBC block length) 

adjacent subcarriers to produce the desired channel coefficient per OSTBC block, 

(3.45) 

where LB denotes the OSTBC block length, and hi,j (n, k') denotes the estimated channel 

response for the k'th OSTBC block in the frequency domain at time n for the link between 

the ith receive antenna and the lh transmit antenna. 
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Chapter 4 

Simulation Results and Discussions 

AH simulations are written in C with the source code and binaries attached on the accom

panying CD. Appendix B describes the program environment such that any printed results 

can be regenerated using the attached software. 

We present our simulation results in two sections. In the tirst part, we analyze the MSE 

behavior of our channel estimator in the high SNR regime. The purpose of this section is to 

discover an irreducible estimation error ftoor caused by the implicit LMMSE interpolation 

between pilot symbols. In the second part, we apply our STF channel estimator to an 

OSTBC system to evaluate the overall error probability performance in the low-to-medium 

SNR regime. The purpose of this section is to evaluate the practicality of incorporating our 

STF channel estimator into a MIMO-OFDM system at realistic SNR values. 

AlI simulations are based on the suburban macro environment of the 3GPP spatial chan

nel model [28]. Table 4.1 presents the basic setup for our simulations. 

Sorne system parameters vary for different plots, and therefore we will specify these vari

able system parameters prior to presenting a particular plot. The variable system parameters 
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Table 4.1 Default system parameters. 

Parameter Value 
Channel Model 3GPP Suburban Macro 

Min. number of channel realizations 10000 
Min. number of OSTBC block errors 300 

Modulation QPSK 
Carrier center frequency, f c 2 GHz 

Wavelength, À 0.15 m 
Number of subcarriers, Nf 256 

CP length, Lcp 28 
Baud rate, liTs 3.84 x 106 symbols/sec 

Symbol duration, Ts 0.26 ILS 
OFDM duration, T OFDM 74.0 ILs 
Frame duration, Tframe 2 ms 

Number of OFDM symbols per frame Nt 27 

are tabulated in Table 4.2 with possible values. 

Table 4.2 Variable system parameters. 

Parameter Description Range 
dTx Tx antenna spacing IR+ 

dRx Rx antenna spacing IR+ 
NTx Number of Tx antennas {2,3,4} 
NRx Number of Rx antennas {2,4} 

Ilvll Mobile speed {3, 30, l20} km/h 
v Normalized Doppler {0.04%, 0.4%, 1.6%} 

In a practical multi-user system, a particular user is only aUocated with a sm aIl group 

of time-frequency resource. Together with the spatial freedom that the user chooses to 

utilize, we refer to the assigned STF resource as the user STF subspace. The shaded area 

in Figure 4.1 is an example of an user STF subspace. 

From Figure 4.1, the user STF subspace is defined by two sets of numbers: the origin 

and span of the user STF subspace. Table 4.3 lists the parameters defining the user STF 

subspace. 

Likewise, the pilot symbols also span a region in the STF domain. Figure 4.2 illustrates a 
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Figure 4.1 User STF subspace. 
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Table 4.3 User STF subspace parameters. 

Parameter Description Range 
(Du,offset, Tu,offset, Fu,offsed Origin of the user STF subspace [(0,0,0), (N Tx, Nt, Nf)] 
Du,span User Tx space span [0, (NTx - Du,offset - 1)] 
Tu,span User time span [0, (Nt - Tu,offset - 1)] 
Fu,span User frequency span [0, (Nf - Fu,offset - 1)] 

typical pilot layout on the STF domain. Note that the pilot symbols may span a larger space 

than the user STF subspace. This is possible since pilots are typically shared in a multi-user 

environment. A user may choose to utilize pilots outside of his/her assigned STF resources 

to ob tain better channel estimates. 

From Figure 4.2, the pilot symbols are placed uniformly in the STF domain. In a MIMO 

system, pilot symbols sent from different Tx antennas interfere with each other at the re-

ceiver. In order to separate the pilots from different Tx antennas, Guey et al. has shown that 

transmission of pilot sequences, of length Lp 2: N Tx, is required [57]. The complete set of 

parameters regarding the pilot arrangement is specified in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 Pilot arrangement parameters. 

Parameter Description Range 
Lp Pilot block (sequence) length [NTx,Nf] 
(Dp,offset, Tp,offset, Fp,offset) Origin of the pilot blacks placement [(0,0,0), (Nrx , Nt, Nf - Lp)] 
Dp,span Pilot Tx space span [0, (NTx - Dp,offset - 1)] 
Tp,span Pilot time span [0, (Nt - Tp,offset - 1)] 
Fp,span Pilot frequency span [0, (Nf - Fp,offset -Lp)] 
t::.Dp Pilot Tx space separation [1, (NTx - 1)] 
t::.Tp Pilot time separation [1, (Nt - 1)] 
t::.Fp Pilot frequency separation [Lp, (Nf - Lp)] 

In ail our simulations, we chose the pilot block length to be Lp = N Tx to minimize 

training overhead. Moreover, the SFBC's used here are square matrices, i.e. the frequency 

spread, LB, of the STBC's is equal the number of transmit antennas N Tx . This leads us 

to choose the pilot frequency separation, 6..Fp , to be a multiple of N Tx such that the entire 
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bandwidth is fiUed with either coded or pilots symbols. 

4.1 MSE Behavior at High SNR 

We discuss the MSE behavior by varying numerous design parameters when noise is negli

gible. 

4.1.1 MSE Distribution over the Estimated STF Subspace 

In Section 3.2.2, a proper pilot sequence design based on the DFT was presented. For a 

system that employs N Tx transmit antennas, the pilot sequence for the jth transmit antennas 

corresponds to the lh column of the unitary DFT matrix defined in (2.28). We refer to this 

pilot design as the DFT pilot design. 

We consider a system of N Tx = 3 and NRx = 2 here. The Tx antenna spacing is D.lÀ, 

and the Rx antenna spacing is D.5À. Pilots are sent from Tx antenna 1 and 3 only, which 

means that the channel response due to Tx antenna 2 is deduced using the spatial correlation 

between the Tx antennas. Only the closest eight pilot blocks (two in each space, time, and 

frequency domains) were used to ob tain the channel estimate of the STF subspace. The 

user STF subspace, whose channel response is to be estimated, is chosen to be the same as 

the pilot subspace spanning the eight close st pilot blocks. 

Table 4.5 summarizes the user STF and pilot subspace parameters for Figure 4.3 - 4.5. 

A pilot-signal-to-noiseratio (PSNR) of 100 dB is considered here to imitate the noiseless 

case. This demonstrates the inherent error involved, due to implicit LMMSE interpolation 

between the pilot symbols, in the STF channel estimation method. The inherent error can be 
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Table 4.5 Simulation parameters for Section 4.1.1. 

System User STF Pilot 
Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values 

dTx O.lÀ Du,offset 0 Dp,offset 0 
dRx 0.5"\ Tu ,offset 0 Tp,offset 0 
N Tx 3 Fu,offset 0 Fp,offset 0 
NRx 2 Du,span 3 Dp,span 3 
Ilvll 120 km/h Tu,span 11 Tp,span 11 

v 1.6% Fu,span 16 Fp,span 16 
!::"Dp 2 
!::"Tp 10 
!::"Fp 14 
Lp 2 

reduced as the pilot blocks bec orne increasingly correlated, i.e. when pilot STF separation 

decreases. 

Pilot blocks are located at time/frequency index (0,0), (0,15), (11,0), and (11,15). 

From Figures 4.3 and 4.5, we see that the MSE is approximately zero at the pilot locations. 

Our channel estimator relies on the STF correlation between the pilot and data locations 

to deduce the overaU channel response. Thus for locations close to the pilots, the achieved 

MSE is low. MSE gets progressively worse as the STF coordinate moves away from the 

pilot locations, and the worst MSE occurs at the STP coordinate that is furthest away from 

any pilots. 

No pilot symbols were sent on Tx 2. As a result, the MSE on Tx 2 (Figures 4.4 and 4.4) 

is higher compared to the MSE for Tx 1 and Tx 3, even though aU the Figures are similar 

in shape. 

In following section, we showed that MSE can be controlled by reducing the pilot spac-

ings, which is equivalent to increasing the auto-correlation of the pilot symbols. 
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Figure 4.3 MSE of the estimated channel response due ta Tx antenna 1. 
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4.1.2 Varying Pilot Symbol STF Separation 

This section considers the effects of pilot symbol separation in each of the space, time, and 

frequency domains on the MSE. Only eight pilot blocks are used for channel estimation 

and their location defines both the pilot and the user STF subspace. We obtained the MSE 

behavior for two PSNR values: 30 dB and 00. This is done to emphasize the effects of 

noise in the PSNR = 30 dB case versus the noiseless case. 

Varying Transmit Antenna Element Separation 

Simulation parameters for Figure 4.6 are summarized in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 Simulation parameters for Figure 4.6. 

System User STF Pilot 
Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values 

dTx vanes Du,offset 0 Dp,offset 0 
dRx 0.5>' Tu,offset 0 Tp,offset 0 
N Tx 3 Fu,offset 0 Fp,offset 0 
NRx 2 Du,span 3 Dp,span 3 
Ilvll 120 km/h Tu,span 8 Tp,span 8 

v 1.6% Fu,span 8 Fp,span 8 
!::;'Dp 2 
!::;'Tp 7 
!::;'Fp 6 

Lp 2 

Figure 4.6 illustrates the relationship between the MSE and pilot symbol separation in 

the Tx spatial domain. Here, pilot blocks are sent from Tx 1 and Tx 3 only. In other words, 

the channel STF response due to Tx 2 are interpolated from the STF response due to Tx 1 

and Tx 3. The interpolated STF response due to Tx 2 would be close to the actual channel 

response if Tx 2 is highly correlated with Tx 1 and Tx 3. 
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Two curves are shown in Figure 4.6: one at PSNR = 30 dB, and the other in a noiseless 

case. At a high spatial correlation regime (small antenna spacing), the MSE is dominated 

by AWGN. As the antenna spacing increases, the reduction in spatial correlation causes 

both MSE to get worse, and to approach each other. 

Finally, it should be pointed out that for Tx spatial antenna separation of 0.6'\, we 

achieved a 10% MSE. A 10% MSE can cause significant BER degradation in an SFBC

OFDM system [58]. However, as most transmit diversity systems use large antenna spacing 

(i.e. 0.5,4, 10,\ as in [28]), it seems impractical to place pilot blocks in just a subset of the 

transmit antennas. This means that for transmit diversity system where Tx antenna spacing 

is large, we would require training on ail Tx antennas. 

Varying Time Separation 

Figure 4.7 illustrates the MSE behavior as pilot time separation varies. Similar to above, as 

the time separation of the pilot blocks increases, the time correlation between pilot blocks 

decreases. This decrease in time correlation causes an increase in the MSE. Again, the MSE 

is dominated by AWGN in the high temporal correlation regime, and MSE is limited as time 

separation increases (i.e. lower temporal correlation). In other words, for a given operating 

PSNR, there exists a choice of pilot time separation which would yield a satisfactory MSE 

yet minimizing the overhead allocated for pilot symbols. For ex ample, at PSNR = 30 dB, a 

pilot time separation of 14 TOFDM would be an appropriate choice to maintain a 1 % MSE. 

Varying Frequency Separation 

Figure 4.8 shows the MSE behavior as a function of frequency separation of the pilot blocks. 

We see that the MSE increases as frequency separation increases (i.e. spectral correlation 
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decreases), and AWGN dominates MSE at high spectral correlation. At a particular op

erating signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), there exists an appropriate choice of pilot frequency 

separation to maintain a certain MSE while minimizing the pilot symbols overhead. 

.., . ---- No AWGN 
....... -e-~ SNR = 30 dB 

10-4L-____ J-____ -L ______ L-____ ~ ____ ~ ______ L_ ____ _L ____ ~ 

o 1 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
Pilot symbol frequency domain separation, 6..Fp 

Figure 4.8 MSE vs. pilot symbol frequency domain separation. 

Selection of pilot STF separation 

A practical communication system is designed to tolerate a certain amount of channel es-

timation error. An appropriate pilot STP separation is chosen such that a given MSE spec-

ification is met. Por typical fading scenarios, we can generate the above MSE curves and 

choose the smallest STP separation that meets the MSE specification while minimizing the 
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training overhead of the system. 

4.1.3 Varying the size of pilot coverage 

Section 4.1.2 assumes that the STF subspace coincides with the pilot coverage subspace 

defined by the eight closest STF pilot blocks. In this section, we look at the MSE behavior 

as we vary the pilot coverage while keeping the user STF subspace fixed. For a given 

STF subspace, the MSE can be further reduced by shrinking the pilot STF coverage to be 

encapsulated by the STF subspace. As a result, the optimal (minimum MSE) pilot pattern 

is no longer rectangularly uniform in the·view of pilot placement over the enÛre STF space. 

As before, the eight closest pilot blocks, two in each space/time/frequency domain, are 

used to ob tain an estimation of the user STF subspace. Since the number of transmit an

tennas is usually small, we do not consider varying the pilot coverage in the spatial domain 

and focus on the MSE effects as we vary the time/frequency pilot coverage. 

The user STF subspace is defined in Table 4.7 along with other simulation parameters. 

The origin of the pilot subspace is shifted according to its varying size such that the center 

of the pilot subspace coincide with the center of the user STF subspace. 

Figure 4.9 illustrates the MSE behavior as we vary the time/frequ~ncy pilot separation at 

two PSNR's. At PSNR = 100 dB, the optimal time/frequency separation was found to be 

about half of the corresponding time/frequency span of the user STF subspace. At PSNR 

= 30 dB, the optimal time/frequency separation is 12 TOFDM ' and 16 subcarriers, respec

tively. This corresponds to 3/4 the time span and 2/3 the frequency span of the user STF 

subspace. Although the optimal time/frequency pilot separation varies with different noise 

power levels, we see that in both cases shown in Figure 4.9, the optimal time/frequency pilot 
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Table 4.7 Simulation parameters for Figure 4.9. 

System User STF Pilot 
Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values 

dTx O.lÀ Du,offset 0 Dp,offset 0 
dRx 0.5.\ Tu,offset 2 Tp,offset varies 
N Tx 3 Fu,offset 100 Fp,offset varies 
N Rx 2 Du,span 2 Dp,span 3 

Ilvll 120 km/h Tu,span 16 Tp,span varies 
v 1.6% Fu,span 24 Fp,span varies 

.6.Dp 2 
.6.Tp varies 
.6.Fp varies 

Lp 2 

placement should faU within, rather than on the boundary of, the aUocated time/frequency 

resource for a specifie user. 

It is interesting to note that smaller MSE is achieved when the pilot STF coverage is 

smaller than the user STF subspace. Although, when the pilot STF becomes too small (less 

than half the user STF subspace in each of time and frequency domains), the MSE rises 

again due to the limited complexity of using only eight pilots blacks. Aiso note that the 

MSE increases quickly as the pilot STF coverage grows beyond the user STF subspace. 

This MSE behavior suggested that if a user is only allowed to use pilots within his/her 

assigned STF resources, the pilots should be surrounded by data symbols in aU dimensions 

to achieve lower MSE. 

4.1.4 Varying the number of neighbouring pilots used for PACE 

In the previous sections, STF channel estimation was performed based on the eight closest 

pilot blocks in the STF space. We investigate the estimation improvements when more than 

eight pilot blocks are involved in the proposed STF PACE in this section. 
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The user STF subspace and the pilot STF separation are fixed, while we vary the num

ber of neighbouring pilot blacks used ta estimated this user STF subspace. Here the pilot 

blacks are uniformly placed in each of the space/time/frequency domains. We do not con

sider increasing the number of pilots in the Tx spatial domain because this is limited by 

the physical number of Tx antennas used in the system. Therefore, only variations in the 

number of time/frequency separated pilot blacks are considered here. 

Simulation parameters for this section were tabulated in Table 4.8. Again, the origin of 

the pilot subspace varies as its span increases.As we increase the number of pilots, we en-

sure that the center of the pilot subspace coincides with the center of the user STF subspace. 

Table 4.8 Simulation parameters for Section 4.1.4. 

System User STF Pilot 
Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values 

dTx O.LÀ Du,offset 0 Dp,offset 0 
dRx 0.5.\ Tu ,offset 10 Tp,offset varies 
NTx 3 Fu,offset 100 Fp,offset varies 
NRx 2 Du,span 2 Dp,span 3 
Ilvll 120 km/h Tu,span 5 Tp,span varies 

v 1.6% Fu,span 8 Fp,span varies 
èlDp 2 
èlTp 5 
èlFp 8 
Lp 2 

Figure 4.10 shows how MSE changes with respect ta different numbers of pilot blacks 

used in the STF PACE. In this figure, tn and in denote the number of time- and frequency-

separated pilot blacks used for PACE, respectively. 

At PSNR = 100 dB, we observed that sm aller MSE can be achieved when the number 

of time-separated pilots increases from 2 ta 3. However, using more than 3 time-separated 

pilot blacks gives no MSE improvement. In the frequency domain, there is diminishing im

provement as weuse more frequency-separated pilots ta aid channel estimation. Estimation 
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improvement becomes insignificant when more than 5 frequency-separated pilots are used. 

At a more practical PSNR of 30 dB, we see that lower MSE can be achieved as we involve 

more time/frequency-separated pilot blocks in our STF PACE. This gives the possibility 

of improving the channel estimates if we are willing to increase the complexity. From 

Figure 4.1.4, satisfactory MSE is obtained for nt = 5 and n f = 4, corresponding to the 

pilot STF subspace spanning (nt -l)t6.Tp + 1 = 21 time slots and (nf -l)t6.Fp + Lp = 26 

subcarriers. 

4.2 BER and MSE Performance at Low to Medium SNR 

We present the BER performance curves for a MIMO-OFDM system employing four trans

mit, N Tx = 4, and four receive antennas, NRx = 4. Tirkkonen's OSTBC code for four 

transmit antennas [37] is applied over the Tx spatial-frequency domain to provide an SFBC

OFDM system. Our proposed LMMSE STF channel estimator provides the channel esti

mates for ML symbol-wise linear decoding. The effects of the LMMSE STF channel es

timator can be seen by comparing the BER performance between the ML detection with 

known channel and the ML detection with our LMMSE STF channel estimates. We also 

compare the BER performance degradation between our LMMSE STF channel estimator 

against the LMMSE TF channel estimator discussed in [29]. 

In the following results, the pilot block length is set at Lp = 4. The user STF subspace to 

be estimated starts at origin (Du,offset, Tu,offset, Fu,offset) = (0,0,0) and spans over Du,span = 

4 transmit antennas, Tu,span = 3 time slots, and Fu,span = 16 subcarriers. Also, the user 

STF subspaces at aIl NRx antennas are estimatedjointly. The pilot STF subspace starts at the 

same origin as the user STF subspace, with the pilot subspace spanning over Du,span = 4 

transmit antennas, Tu,span = 27 time slots, and Fu,span = 40 subcarriers. 
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The channel model used is the 3GPP suburban macro channel [28]: six paths with a delay 

spread of 0.17 f-LS, and a mobile speed of 120 kmlh. Such a channel exhibits a moderate 

amount of time and frequency selectivity. To emphasize the spatial effects in our STF 

channel estimation, we further decreased the angle spread (AS) at the BS by reducing the 

mean AS from 5° to 2° and the per-path AS from 2° to 0.5°. Recall in section 3.1.3, our 

STF channel estimator reduces to the TF channel estimator [29] when spatial correlation 

is negligible. Therefore, our STF channel estimator performs best in a high Tx spatial 

correlation case with time and frequency selective fading. 

Table 4.9 summarizes the parameters used for the rest of this section. 

Table 4.9 Simulation parameters for Section 4.2. 

System User STF Pilot 
Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values 

dTx 0.5>- Du,offset 0 Dp,offset 0 
dRx 0.5>- Tu,offset 0 Tp,offset 0 
N Tx 4 Fu,offset 0 Fp,offset 0 
NRx 4 Du,span 4 Dp,span 4 

Ilvll varies Tu,span 3 Tp,span 27 
v varies Fu,span 16 Fp,span 40 

7J AoD U( -5°,5°) 6..Dp varies 
Mean AS atBS 2° 6..Tp varies 

Per-path AS at BS 0.5° f:.Fp varies 
Lp 4 

Two important pilot parameters should be introduced before we present the simulation 

results. These are the percentage of training overhead, and the percentage of transmit power 

allocated to the pilot blocks. By introducing these two parameters, the SNR has to be re

defined to factor in the bandwidth and power reduction due to the insertion of pilot blocks. 

Appendix A details the definition of SNR, represented by Eb/ No, and the respective defini

tions of the percentage training overhead and the percentage of pilot power. 
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4.2.1 Varying Pilot Overhead 

In this section, we fixed the percent age of power allocated ta the pilot blacks, (3, ta be 0.1 (or 

10%) while we study the effects of varying the percentage of pilot overhead, a. Since (3 is 

fixed in this section, the per-pilot power is varying according ta different training overheads. 

For a fixed (3, the per-pilot power increases as we decrease the training overhead and vice 

versa. Table 4.10 tabulates the power ratio of the pilot symbol ta coded symbol for various 

training overhead values and the corresponding pilot time/frequency arrangments. Note 

that each pilot block spans over Lp = 4 subcarriers, sa for a pilot frequency separation of 

~Fp, there will be (floor( (Nf - Lp)j ~Fp) + 1) . Lp subcarriers that contains pilot symbols. 

Table 4.10 Pilot parameters and power allocation for section 4.2.1. 

Training Pilot symbol to Pilot Numberof Pilot Number of 
overhead, data symbol time OFDM symbols frequency subcarriers 

a power ratio separation, containing separation, containing 
[dB] ~Tp pilots in ~Fp pilots in an 

a frame OFDM symbol 
0.05 2.93 7 4 12 88 
0.11 -0.46 5 6 8 128 
0.22 -3.47 5 6 4 256 

From Table 4.10, we see that as we increase the training overhead, the per-pilot power is 

decreased with the overall pilot power being spread over more pilot symbols. 

Figure 4.11 shows the MSE curves for different percentages of training overhead. As we 

increase the training overhead, the MSE shifts upwards. The increase in MSE is due ta the 

reduction of per-pilot power. Sorne of the pilot-power is redistributed outside the user STF 

subspace, thereby lowering the effective pilot power within the relevant user STF subspace. 

In contrast to slight degradations in MSE, the BER performance improves as we increase 

the training overhead as seen in Figure 4.12. This shows that a lower MSE does not neces-
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sarily translate to a lower BER performance as the decoder's behavior is dependent on the 

MSE distribution. We see that the average MSE is slightly higher as we increase the train

ing overhead; however, the MSE distribution is more even throughout the STF subspace 

as we increase the pilot density. In this case, the OSFBC decoder performs better when 

the MSE is evenly spread, thus giving better BER while the average MSE was slightly 

increased. 

It should be noted that even though BER performance is similar for ex = 0.10 and ex = 

0.20, the throughput for ex = 0.10 is 12.5% higher than the ex = 0.20 case. When ex = 0.10, 

90% of the STF resource is data-occupied; whereas when ex = 0.20, only 80% of the STF 

resource is available for data transmission. Thus, throughput achieved with ex = 0.10 is 

90%/80% = 1.125 times the throughput achieved with ex = 0.20. 

4.2.2 Varying Power Allocated to Pilots 

In this section, we fixed the percentage of pilot overhead, ex, to be 0.1 (or 10%) while 

we study the effects of varying the percentage of pilot power, {J. The per-pilot power is 

increased by increasing the overall power allocated to the pilot symbols, {J. As the pilot 

symbols become more powerful, we expect our STF channel estimator to give more accu

rate channel estimates, i.e. lower MSE. This behavior is observed in Figure 4.13. 

However, an increase in the percentage of power allocated to the pilots results in a pro

portional decrease in the percentage of power allocated to the coded symbols. While we 

expect to get better channel estimates, i.e. lower MSE, as (3 increases, we incur a lost in 

power devoted to the coded symbols. Clearly, there is a trade-off between power allocation 

to the pilot and coded symbols, as powerful pilot symbols le ad to weak coded symbols and 

vice versa. 
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This trade-off is demonstrated in Figure 4.14 as we observe the higher {3 curves shift to 

the right as higher {3 reduces Eb/ No (or SNR). Higher {3 provides better channel estimates, 

of which the benefits are only realized at high Eb/ No values. For {3 = 0.05, the channel 

estimates are not accurate enough at high SNR which results in a BER ftoor at 2 x 10-5
. 

The BER ftoor lowers as {3 increases to 0.20 and 0.40. From Figure 4.14, we see that the 

most suitable choice for {3 is 0.2 as it gives the best overaU BER performance over the range 

of practical SNR's. 

Note that our STF channel estimator consistently achieves lower MSE than the TF chan

nel estimator [29], since the TF channel estimator was shown to be a mismatched (in spatial 

correlation) version of our STF channel estimator in section 3.1.3. Our STF channel esti

mator also aUows lower BER than with the TF channel estimator as shown in Figure 4.14. 

4.2.3 Varying Pilot TimelFrequency Separations 

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the BER and MSE performance for different pilot time/frequency 

separations for a fast fading channel. The MS speed is 120 km/h, corresponding to 1.6% 

normalized Doppler frequency, and both the percentage of training overheand and the per

centage of pilot power is fixed at 10% (i.e. a = 0.1 and (3 = 0.1). Figures 4.15 and 4.16 

illustrate that proper pilot time/frequency arrangement is necessary to obtain the best BER 

and MSE performance. A good rule of thumb is to select 6,.Tp and 6,.Fp with a balanced time 

and frequency correlation between adjacent time and frequency separated pilots. However, 

the transmitter often has no knowledge on the Doppler and delay spreads of the wireless 

channel. This caUs for a feedback scheme that would allow adaptive pilot arrangements to 

minimize BER. 
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4.2.4 Varying Mobile Speed 

Figure 4.17 shows the BER performance for different mobile speeds. From section 4.2.3, 

we see that the pilot time/frequency separation must be carefuIly planned to achieve the best 

BER possible. Table 4.11 summarizes the careful pilot time/frequency plan which yields 

the best possible BER given the cons trains Ct = j3 = 0.1. 

Table 4.11 Pilot time/frequency plan for different mobile speeds. 

Mobile Normalized Pilot time Pilot frequency 
speed, Doppler, separation, separation, 

Ilvll v 6.Tp 6.Fp 

3 kmlh 0.04% 9 4 
30 kmlh 0.4% 9 4 
120 kmlh 1.6% 5 8 

The BER curves with known channel is the same for aIl mobile speeds because we as-

sumed that the channel is quasi-static over one OFDM symbol, and time-varying with the 

respective rate from one OFDM symbol to another. From Figure 4.17, the SFBC-OFDM 

with STF channel estimator can closely approach the SFBC-OFDM with perfect channel 

knowledge. In fact, a 2 dB performance loss is observed at BER = 10-5 for a fast fading 

environment (120 km/h). 

4.2.5 Rank Reduction 

Lastly, we look at the employment of the rank reduction technique discussed in section 3.3 

for reducing the complexity in calculating the matrix inverse in our STP channel estimator. 

Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the BER and MSE impact when we employ the rank reduc

tion technique discussed in section 3.3 in a medium fading environment CIIvll = 30 kmlh, 

or 1.6% normalized Doppler, v) at Eb/ No = 10 dB. The pilot time/frequency placement 
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follows the specifications from Table 4.11, and Œ = j3 = 0.1 is assumed. 

As shown in Figure 4.19, we get negligible improvement in MSE after rank T > 16 for 

our STF channel estimator. The MSE for the TF channel estimator remains high as we 

increase the rank because of its inability to exploit the channel's spatial correlation. As a 

result of improvement in MSE at a reasonable rank, our STF channel estimator is able to 

provide a much lower BER in the SFBC-OFDM system than the TF channel estimator. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

We have presented an LMMSE STF channel estimator that exploits the space-time-frequency 

correlations of a MIMO wireless channel. SpecificaUy, our STF channel estimator is suit

able for any MIMO-OFDM system that aUows periodic pilot symbols insertion in the space

time-frequency domain. For MIMO systems, orthogonal pilot sequences must be used in 

order to allow spatial interference suppression at the receivers. 

Most of the existing MIMO-OFDM channel estimators exploit the correlations in only 

two out of the possibly four dimensions (transmit spatial, receive spatial, time, and fre

quency) of the MIMO wireless channel. Our STF channel estimator includes aU four di

mensions in the estimation process. It does so by observing the correlation among pilots 

that are carefully separated in all four dimensions, then formulating the LMMSE estimator 

based on the four-dimensional correlation function. We showed that our STF channel esti

mator reduces to the the TF channel estimator described in [29] wh en no spatial correlation 

exists. Our general STF framework allows various simplifications to lower dimensional 

estimators when certain correlation properties hold. 
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Complexity of our STP channel estimator can be reduced by partitioning the entire STP 

space into sm aller STP subspaces, and estimates these subspaces with close neighboring 

pilot blocks. STP partition is also suitable for a multi-user system, where a single user is 

only allocated with a subset of the STP resources. 

The effects of different pilot strategies were experimented. Careful planning of the pilot 

placement in the STP domain is required to achieve the lowest MSE. In a practical system, 

the pilot parameters such as the placement, spacing, coverage per user STP subspace, over

head, and power, must be carefullY chosen such that the overall MSE, power allocation, and 

throughput specifications are met. 

We applied our STP channel estimator to an SFBC-OFDM system employing four trans

mit and four receive antennas. The BER performance degradation, compared to ideal co

herent detection, is limited to less than 2 dB at a BER of 10-5 in the 3GPP fast fading 

suburban macro environment. Since the SPBC-OFDM system does not exploit the time 

and frequency diversity offered by the wireless channel, we anticipate that our STP is even 

more suitable for a space-time-frequency coded system that exploits all of the space-time

frequency selectivity that exists in the wireless channel. 
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Appendix A 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio Calculations 

The performance of any communication system is evaluated at a certain signal-to-noise 

ratio, Eb/ No. For a multiple antenna OFDM system, a block of k bits are first buffered at 

the source. The data bits are then space-time-frequency encoded into codewords of length 

ne for each antenna, and the coded symbols are mapped onto the spatial OFDM time

frequency plan. In addition, pilot symbols of length np are inserted into the transmission 

block to allow channel estimation at the receiver. Figure A.I illustrates the block diagram 

of a transmission frame, where a system of NT transmit antennas is considered. 

Noted that in Figure A.I, the time-frequency plan for the pilot symbols is the same for 

every transmit antenna. This constraint is required so that the pilots can be designed jointly 

to cancel interference from each other. Moreover, the coded symbols and pilot symbols 

cannot co-exist at the same space-time-frequency coordinate to avoid interference. 

From Figure A.I, the energy per bit, Eb, is the total transmitted energy, ET, divided by 
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Figure A.1 A transmission frame for multiple transmit antennas systems. 

the number of bits transmitted, 

(A.I) 

The total transmitted energy is 

NT Nt NJ 

ET = L L L [E~(lt, lf) + E~(lt, lf)] , (A.2) 
i=l It=lIJ=l 

where NT is the number of transmit antennas, Nt is the number of OFDM symbols in a 

transmission frame, and Nf is the number of subcarriers for each OFDM symbol. The 
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coded symbol and pilot symbol energies are allowed to vary for different space-time

frequency locations on the transmission frame. Thus, E~ (lt, l f) and E~ (lt, l f) correspond 

to the coded symbol and pilot symbol energies, respectively, at time lt and subcarrier l f for 

the i th transmit antenna. 

Before deriving the relationship between Eb and the E~(lt, If) 's, we introduce two im

portant parameters for pilot-symbol-assisted systems - namely the percentage of training 

overhead, and the percentage of total transmit power allocated to the pilot symbols. 

Percentage of time/frequency resources allocated for pilot symbols 

The percent age of training overhead, Ct, is given by 

(A3) 

Solving for np/ne yields, 

(A4) 

Percentage of total transmit power allocated for pilot symbols 

The percentage of total transmit power allocated for pilot symbols, (3, is 

(A5) 
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Conversely, the percentage of total transmit power aUocated for the coded symbols is 

1- p, 
1 _ P = L~l L~!ol L~:l E~(lt, lf) 

ET 
(A.6) 

Relationship between Eb and E~(lt, l f )'s 

Putting (A.I) and (A.6) together, we have a relationship between Eb and aU the E~(lt, lf )'s. 

1 1 NT Nt Nf , 

Eb = k . 1 _ p L L L E~( lt, l f ) 
i=llt=llf=l 

NT 1 1 NT Nt Nf i 

~ C~J . l - fi ,w,:;;: ~ ~ ~ Ec(l, , If ), 

'--v----" Ec 

(A.7) 

r 

NT 1 -
=-·--·Ec· 

'r 1-p 

The encoding rate, 'r, is defined as 

(A.8) 

where crs = k/ns is the number of bits per symbol in the signal constellation, and 'r c = 

ns/nc :::; 1 is the coding rate of a given SFBC encoder. ns is the number of source symbols 

embedded in a given SFBC codeword, and ne is the number of coded symbols in a given 

SFBC codeword. For example, for QPSK signaling with Alamouti SFBC coding scheme, 

crs = 2 bits/symbol and 'rc = 1. 
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The average energy per coded symbol per antenna is defined as 

(A.9) 

because there are only ne coded symbols spreading over the time-frequency plan for each 

antenna. 

Example of Ec calculation 

Normally, the coded symbols are selected from a constant-modulus constellation normal

ized to unit energy. In such a case, Ee = 1. However, care must be taken when using an 

encoding scheme that does not yield coded symbols with constant amplitude. 

For example, for the rate-3/4 SFBC code for four transmit antennas used in this the-

sis [37], 
Frequency 

1 

Zl Z2 Z3 0 

-z~ z* 0 -Z3 l Tx antenna . c= 1 
(A.lO) 

-Z~ 0 zr Z2 

0 z* 3 z* - 2 Zl 

each codeword per transmit antenna (columns of (A.1O)) occupies four subcarriers but only 

three of those subcarriers actually contains coded symbols, with nothing transmitted on the 

remaining subcarrier. In this case, if a unit-energy constant-modulus constellation is used 

for the coded symbols, Ee should be set to 3/4 to account for the zeros inc1uded in the SFBC 

code matrix. 
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Setting the AWGN variance 

Ta set the proper noise variance for computer simulations, we first divide (A.7) by No ta 

get 

Eb NT 1 Ec 
No -:;:- . 1 - {3 . No . (A.!l) 

We substitute No = 20"~ for the No on the right hand side of (A.II) and solve for the 

A WGN variance, O"~. 

(A.12) 

The noise variance for a particular Eb/No is set according ta (A.!2) in our simulations. 
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Appendix B 

Simulation Pro gram User Guide 

Simulation programs are written in C and uses the GNU Scientific Library [59]. Simula-

tion results seen in this thesis are generated from the attached C programs. Compilation 

instructions can be found in the README file on the attached CD. Table B.I lists aIl the C 

programs used in this thesis. 

File Name 
sfbcJmmse.c 
sfbcJmmse2d.c 
corr.c 
modules.c 
channe13 gpp.c 
channe13gppAS.c 

gsLcustom.c 
rc_coeff.dat 
param.txt 
Makefile 
run_aIl 
run_seq 

Table B.l Simulation programs list. 

Description 
Simulation of SFBC-OFDM system with STF channel estimator. 
Simulation of SFBC-OFDM system with TF channel estimator. 
Simulation of correlation matrices of the 3GPP channel. 
Communication system modules. 
3GPP channel generator. 
Modified 3GPP channel generator (reduced base station angle 
spread). 
Additional numerical routines built upon GSL. 
Raised-cosine filter coefficients. 
Simulation parameters setup file. 
Makefile for·the mentioned *.C files 
C-shell script for running corr.c and sfbcJmmse.c sequentially 
C-shell script for running a series of sfbcJmmse.c or 
sfbcJmmse_2d.c with different parameters files. 
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Makefile's are included to compile the corresponding *.c files. Type "make" to compile. 

After compiling corr.c/sfbcJmmse.c/sfbcJmmse2.d.c, locate the executable named "mn". 

Type "mn param.txt output.m RHp.dat RcohHBp.dat" to execute the corresponding simu-

lation. 

Since our STF channel estimator requires the space-time-frequency channel correlations, 

we need to fint ob tain the STF correlations by simulations before using our channel esti-

mator. Executing the "mn_aIl output.m" C-shell script automates the sequential execution 

of the two programs: corr.c, then sfbcJmmse.c or sfbcJmmse2.d.c. This would generate a 

Matlab-readable output file called "output.m". 

AlI simulation pro gram loads simulation parameters from the "param.txt" file at the start 

of execution. Table B.2 lists aIl the simulation parameters along with their possible input 

values. 

The user STF subspace and pilot coverage subspace is also defined in "param.txt". Please 

see Tables 4.3 and 4.4 for their descriptions and possible input values. 

For simulations that does not require new correlation matrices, user could setup multiple 

"param.txt" and modify "run_seq" to sequentially executes a series of simulations. 
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Table B.2 Simulation parameters. 

Description 
Minimum number of frames simulated. 
Minimum number of error events. 
Type of error events. 

Modulation type. 
Number of constellation signaIs. 
Number of transmit antennas 
Number of receive antennas 
Frame length 
Number of OFDM subcarriers 
Symbol Rate [symbols/sec] 
Wavelength [m] 
Transmit antenna spacing [.\] 
Receive antenna spacing [.\] 
Mobile Speed [mIs] 
3GPP channel model 

Cyclic prefix length 
Raised-cosine filter rolloff factor 
Pilot sequence design 

Matrix inverse tolerance 
Matrix inverse rank 
Signal-to-noise ratio [dB] 

Input RangeNalues 
o :::; minFrames (default=10000) 
o :::; minStopErr (default=300) 
stopErLtype = {O - bit, 1 - symbol, 
2 - STBC word (default), 3 - frame} 
modulation = PSK 
Nsignals = {2, 4 (default)} 
txNum = {l, 2, 4 (default)} 
rxNum = {l, 2, 4 (default)} 
TTILength = 27 
subCNum = 256 
Ts = 2.6042e-7 
lambda = 0.15 
txSpacing = continuous (default 0.5) 
rxSpacing = continuous (default 0.5) 
maxVelocity = {0.8333, 8.3333, 33.3 (default) } 
ch3gpp = {SUBURBAN..MACRO (default), 
URBAN ..MACRO_8, URBAN ..MACRO_15} 
cpLength = 28 
rollOff = {O.O (default), 0.22, 1.0 } 
pJTIode = {1 - switch-antenna, 
2 - DFT orthogonal} 
o :::; toI (default 0 means use machine precision) 
1 :::; rank :::; Number of pilot symbols 
Eb/ No = continuous 
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